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Cover CD Missing?


You can try telling your newsagent but you’d have to find one first. I can’t remember the last
�me I went to a newsagent…do they s�ll exist? What is existence? Is this all a computer


simula�on? If so what processor is it run on? A Motorola 68000 would be awesome, but a bit
underpowered perhaps and taking the size of the world’s popula�on today into considera�on
it might start to lag a bit some�me soon, but I’d rather that than it being run on a SNES I


suppose. Anyway if your disc is missing then something really weird has happened because I
hand packed and checked each one myself, eventually my fingers started bleeding and I did
cry a li�le bit, so the only explana�ons I can think of are a light fingered postman or the disc


slipping into another dimension via a very strategically placed portal. Send an email to
shop@sega-mania.com and we will see what we can do.







at school for £10 and even though it was old news
by then, to me it was s�ll new and magical. I’ve
always been a sucker for expansions and modular
add-ons and the novelty of upgrading the Mega
Drive by slo�ng something into is something I’ll
never get �red of. Sega also rather erroneously
thought this was cool as well, and it could have
perhaps been the reason for their eventual
demise in the hardware sector, but that’s a story
for another day.


So, although in the Sega Mania universe the
Mega- CD doesn’t hit UK shores un�l our next
issue (1993), this month we’ll be doing a preview
of the console’s launch in Japan and taking a look
at what we have to look forward to in the future.
Hopefully you can put yourself in li�le Tim’s shoes
and pour over the pages wondering what the
future is about to bring, much the same way I did
some 29 years ago.


As you’ve no doubt realised by now that there’s a
CD on the cover, and that’s partly the reason why
we brought the Mega-CD content forward a li�le,
I was so impa�ent to get our first cover bonus
content out to you all that I needed an excuse,
hence why we’ve jumped the gun a li�le on our
coverage of Sega’s first disc based machine. More
on this and the state of the magazine on page six.


As always, thanks for joining us!


-Tim Hugall, Editor


I don’t think I can quite convey how exci�ng
Compact Discs were to me as a child. I was seven
years old in 1992 and my parents had only just
then acquired a CD player for their Hi-Fi stack that
stood ceremoniously on its stand in the corner of
the living room (remember when people used to
do that?). Sure my parents were late to the game,
but CD technology was s�ll very expensive and we
weren’t well-off (I wouldn’t be surprised if that
player might have come off the back of a lorry
somewhere; the second-hand market of 1990’s
Newcastle upon-Tyne was colourful to say the
least).


I would spend hours placing the discs onto the
fancy motorised tray and experimen�ng with
shuffle and track skipping, I was mesmerised by it,
so futuris�c, so high-tech, so shiny! Having used
nothing but casse�es, cartridges and floppy disks
un�l it arrived, it was a revela�on. All driven by a
laser…sublime.


So when I first saw an image of the Mega-CD in
Sonic the Comic’s news sec�on, my �ny mind was
blown. The unit shown was presented in much
the same way as we have on this issue’s cover,
with the mirrored side of the disc facing upwards
in the tray, it looked cool, grown up and although I
couldn’t fathom at that point how CD-ROM would
benefit games, I needed one badly.


Sadly it wasn’t to be for me for quite some �me. It
was excep�onally expensive and when your
parents are in charge of your gaming purchases, a
new console when you already have a console at
home that works just fine is a hard sell.


It wasn’t un�l the year 2000 that I finally got my
hands on a Mega-CD unit, I bought it from a friend







Currently playing:
Lost Judgement (PS5)


Currently playing (retro):
Vandal Hearts (Saturn)


Favourite Pizza Topping: Love?
Special Move: Running reverse
sharpshooter from the top rope


Currently playing:
Cyberpunk 2077 (PS5)


Currently playing (retro):
Final Fight (Mega CD)


Favourite Pizza Topping:
Up, down, left, right, A + Start


Special Move: The Cha Cha Slide


Currently playing:
Rimworld (PC)


Currently playing (retro):
Road Rash (MD)


Favourite Pizza Topping:
BBQ Chicken


Special Move: Special Beam Cannon


Currently playing:
Halo MCC


Currently playing (retro):
ToeJam and Earl


Favourite Pizza Topping:
Puffin


Special Move: The Truffle Shuffle


Currently playing:
Hell Let Loose (PS5)


Currently playing (retro):
Pazner Dragoon Saga (Saturn)


Favourite Pizza Topping:
Pineapple (oh yes!)


Special Move: Being miserable


Currently playing:
Neo: The World Ends With You


Currently Playing (retro):
Wonder Boy in Monster World


Favourite Pizza Topping:
Meat


Special Move: Disapproving Glare


Collecting retro games is such a weird hobby to
try and explain to people who don’t understand it.
The point of it can be oversimplified as just…


having stuff; made harder to justify because it’s
stuff I don’t actually need now, and will probably
never use. The most that will ever come out of
buying an old cartridge is that I’ll boot up the
ROM on my PC just to finally be doing it legally,


like some kind of emulation redemption.


Back in October, a friend and I met up in York to
visit Sore Thumb Retro Games; an absolute nerd
heaven of wall-to-wall, floor-to-ceiling, pieces of
old plastic. It lured us back there every day of
our trip for hours at a time. We chatted to the


staff, sifted through more games than we’ll ever
own ourselves, put bank cards to card readers,
and then chilled out back in the hotel room peeling
off 20-year-old price stickers and updating our


collection spreadsheets.


Owning retro games is a tangible connection to
the past. It’s a souvenir from a period in time. A
decades-old Christmas gift. A pocket money
purchase bought on a trip down the local


Electronics Boutique. A game you weren’t old
enough to buy, so your renegade dad had to


order from Special Reserve for you when your
mum wasn’t paying attention. A game your mate
never let you borrow that you finally own for
yourself. A game your mate did let you borrow


that you never gave back. Maybe it’s none of those
things and just has a cool label or box art, or is
something you just need to complete a collection.


My wife and I are about to have a baby and, all of
a sudden, my craving for collecting these games
has felt even more important to me - like it’s a
way to not grow up into a boring old dad too


quickly, or maybe it’s a mini inheritance for my
daughter (if that specious reasoning can help
justify it to the Mrs) (Tried this, doesn’t work -
TH). If she somehow grows up into the type of
person who sees the beauty in old pieces of


plastic just like her ol’ man, she’ll be able to bask
in having a mini museum in her own home. She’s


just not allowed to touch anything in it.


“Rob, why do you play old games?” A question I
get asked on a fairly regular basis, especially
given that I recently bought a PlayStation 5 and
play most of the new releases (I’ve got my eye on
Deathloop at the moment) (Just buy it already, it’s


excellent - TH).


Some of the greatest games I’ve ever played have
been on more modern consoles, most recently
Persona 5 which I played through this summer
gone, a game with such an incredible cast of
characters, a wonderful story with so many


twists and turns, a deep, complex, battle system,
one of the best soundtracks ever, and glorious


visuals. So, why do I still play old games?


Firstly, let’s be clear, old game doesn’t (always)
equal bad game. I recently replayed Final Fantasy
VII on my PlayStation Vita, and that’s a 24 year
old game now. I spent over 120 hours doing


everything you can, and loved it as much today as
I did when Santa had his elves make it for me in


1997.


I have also played through the Final Fantasy VII
Remake, and for me (unpopular opinion incoming)
the original is streets ahead of the modern take.
If I fire up the old Mega Drive, or Game Gear, and


put on Golden Axe or Streets of Rage, I want
something different from what I do if I turn my
PlayStation 5 on. I want all of those feelings that I
had when I played these games as a child. I want
these games whisk me back to my childhood, back


to memories of the house I grew up in sitting
playing games for hours on end with my younger
brother and our friends. To me these games are
the equivalent of when you smell something, or
hear a sound, that sets something off in the back


of your mind, and brings forth a memory of
something from way back in your past, and give
you that comfortable, happy feeling, you can only


truly get from nostalgia. Most people have
comfort movies, or TV shows, from their past
(and I have some of these too), and I get this


same experience playing the Sega games of my
youth.


Throughout the creation of this issue the following
things have happened:


1. The water pump in my car failed and nearly
took the cambelt with it. Oh and the outer CV joint


also decided to go at the same time…massive
repair bill!


2. On the way to collect my car the turbo in my
wife’s car went pop.


3. My 2 year old daughter got her first major
sleep-stopping cold and impetigo at the same time.


4. My dad was rushed to hospital with accute
pancreatitis (he’s recovering now).


5. My tumble dryer’s motor gave up.


So it’s been an expensive and incredibly traumatic
time but I have coped thanks partly to this


wonderful hobby of mine. The beauty of gaming is
the escapism it offers, for a few hours cares and
worries simply melt away as the mind becomes


focused on blowing the head off a 15 year old boy
in Alabama (Hell Let Loose’s USA servers seem to


be more consistently populated than those in
Europe) or the senses get lost in the biomes of


another world.


However it’s not just the rich jungles of Far Cry 6
or the dizzying metropolis that is Midgar that


provide these sancturies, retro gaming also has
that lustre. Perhaps not as much in the


enviroments due to rudimentary graphics and
sounds but in the waves of comforting nostalgia


that they eminate. “To be young again” is a phrase
I find myself uttering more and more as my 30’s
start to slip away and I find myself yearning for
simpler times, Retro gaming delivers that in


spades. A quick blast on Sonic 3 takes me back to
my mate Dan’s house as a 7 year old where the
only stress in life was completing all the Blue


Spheres stages. None of this is to say that I do not
enjoy my current life, I have a wonderful family
and two excellent jobs but when things do get a
little much at times there is no better cure than a
retro game to feel like a kid again and drain the


stresses away, if only for a few moments.


Gaming. It’ll cure what ails ya!


As Bill Watterson once said in the adored
comic strip Calvin and Hobbes: “There's never
enough time to do all the nothing you want.”


Anyone who has read these panels as much as
I have, especially as an adult, will find it hard
not to resonate with the concept of a youth


well spent and perhaps the longing to
recapture it. It really is wasted on the young
and it isn't until you're too old to appreciate it
that you do. So as long as the childhood you
were having was fun and you can now look
back on fond memories, I'd say you probably


had a pretty good time of it.


Things change when you get older. You take
on commitments and responsibilities, other
people become dependant on you and after a
while you find your windows of free time


shrinking until they are the size of microscope
slides. But, if you work at it you can still get a


lot out of the above concept.


Life is what you make it, maybe we aren't as
spry as we once were and maybe the hair is
starting to go, but there's a lot to be said for


getting the most out of your time and
appreciating the moment. I've been thinking
about this a lot as me and my pals at Sega
Mania work away at the pages week after
week. It can be very hard work to find an
hour here and there to do that review or


transcribe that interview but the results are
something we're all proud of.


Who knows where this journey will take us, but
I don't think I'll look back with regret. Far


from it. And now I'm old enough to appreciate
how fun it is in the moment and how valuable a


life experience.


I hope you're having as much fun as we all
are.


Greetings Earthlings. This is my first issue with
SMM and I’m super happy to be on board. The
moment I heard about this fantastic magazine, I


proceeded to bother Tim at every possible
opportunity for the chance to get involved. After
the e-mails and the social media stalking, came
the obscene phone calls and hiding in the bushes


outside his house. (Nice new curtains in the
bedroom by the way Tim – they really tie the
room together) (Joke’s on you, we don’t have


curtains - TH).


And just like the lesson all impressionable boys
were taught by questionable 90’s romcoms, in the
end, he gave into my consistent refusal to take no
for an answer. Personally, I think it was the week
I spent dressed as his wife that finally broke his
spirit. (This explains so so much - TH) So here I
am. The turd that wouldn’t flush, bobbing to the
surface once more and ready to review the games
of yore in the way that only I can: badly and with


contentious punctuation.


In the 90’s, gaming was our religion. Our
allegiances predominantly born into by blind luck
(Father Christmas got me a Mega Drive, because
my older brothers thought it looked cooler), and
battlelines were drawn along playgrounds across
the land. Veterans of the 16-Bit wars earned
their stripes in countless, largely unresolvable
arguments. Preparing them for marriage. And


the internet.


Modern consoles may well be the manifestation of
the dreams of many old school gamers, but those


who were there at the time, know we lived
through the most interesting epoch of the


industry. Where every console had its own unique
architecture, quirks, and identities. When you
could tell what console you were playing purely
from the way it looked, sounded, or felt, and not
just by the shape of the controller in your hand.


Can’t wait to get started. Game on.


This issue's reviews have been quite a trip down
memory lane. Of the seven games I reviewed I'd
played four of them extensively back in the day,
and I'd forgotten things like how great the sound
in Alien 3 is, and indeed how awful the sound in


Taz-Mania is.


One game that I'd never played before was
Wonder Boy in Monster World, and it has become


quite the revelation for me. A really nicely
balanced adventure with a gorgeous visual style


and challenging, tight gameplay.


I had the original Wonder Boy on Commodore 64
or something, the one where you had to


constantly be collecting fruit to avoid dying due
to running out of 'vitality'. In retrospect, this
mechanic can get directly in the bin. I play


games to enjoy and explore fantastic worlds, not
rush through them in a blind panic. Wonder Boy
in Monster World has much more of the former
and far less of the latter, so is definitely more
my thing. A constantly dwindling countdown at
the top of the screen shouldn't exist outside of


racing games in my opinion.


Anyway, these continue to be exciting times down
here in Sega Mania Towers. A couple of new
faces have joined the chaos, and everyone's


confidence and experience levels are growing.
Also, I've achieved a lifelong dream I never


knew I had by (kind of) becoming a Streets of
Rage character on this very page!


I still can't quite comprehend the fact that I'm
writing for an actual physical Sega magazine
here in 2021 though (You are not alone, I still


can’t quite believe it either - TH). However, with
issue 4 looming, it's time to start believing.
Thank you again for supporting us, and stick


with Sega Mania Magazine, things are only going
to get even more interesting.
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How we’re ge�ng on…


So what exactly is on that cover CD and why?


Simon said there wasn’t as much happening this year but then somehow
wrote more than he did about 1991?


Newcomer Alex tells us all about it!


Rob spills the details on a brand new show hi�ng Bri�sh Television!


A ridiculous number of reviews, maybe too many…


A legend from Sega Mania’s early days returns!


Other newcomer Steve delves into the loveable Dolphin’s twisted past!


If there was a house you were looking to rob we’d recommend this one!


Because we’re so unbelievably awesome, we’re giving one lucky reader the chance to win a Sega Mega Drive
console. Complete with region-free switch, Japanese cart mod, 50/60hz selector, controller and power


supply.


Getting your hands on it however isn’t going to be easy…time to start writing. We really want to have a
letters page but nobody ever sends anything in…well hopefully that’s about to change.


In order to be in with a chance of winning this Sega Mega Drive MK1, we want you to send us a letter. No
email, no WhatsApp, an actual letter. Use Word and print it if you must but unless it comes through our


letterbox it doesn’t count.


What you write is entirely up to you, make us laugh or make us cry, heck even send us a drawing. The winner
will be drawn at random and the best letters will make it into the next issue.


Details of where to send your letter as well as the terms and conditions are at the bottom of this page!


Compe��on terms and condi�ons:


Console comes unboxed with a professionally installed region switch and a modified cartridge slot for the use of Japanese cartridges.
Although the compe��on is open to all of the regions we ship the magazine to, the console is a UK PAL region model and will be shipping
with a standard UK 240v power supply. Arrangements will need to be made by the recipient in order to use the console in their na�ve


territory and Sega Mania accepts no responsibility of any damage incurred due to improper use.


Please send all le�ers to Sega Mania Magazine, Rockwells Farm, Crows Hill, Batcombe, Somerset, BA4 6BN United Kingdom


Only one entry per person allowed. Staff and family members of staff not eligible for entry. Entries will be drawn completely at random.


Closing Date: 05/01/2021 (that’s 5th January for all those in the USA who use dates backwards)







8 SEGAMANIA


So here we are, Issue 3, what a journey!
We’ve decided to make these two pages a running thing in the
magazine from this point onwards to talk about how things are
going, what we’ve learned and what’s new. Sure we have Twi�er,
Facebook, YouTube, Patreon and now Twitch to communicate with
you all, and of course Tim’s rather over the top email campaigns (feel
free to unsubscribe if they’re ge�ng annoying, we’ve told him to
tone them down a bit, sorry about that) but of course not everyone
is on those pla�orms and informa�on can be flee�ng and can
disappear into the void before it’s seen some�mes. So where be�er
than the magazine itself to get our thoughts into your head!?


First and foremost, we have two new staff members. Steve who was
wai�ng in the wings towards the end of issue 2, has come onboard
fully for issue 3 and has somehow managed to write more than 800
words about Klax which we thought was impossible and, as a result,
secured him a place on the team as a permanent member right
away! We also have Alex who is joining us in a small capacity for
issue 3 before he regrets the decision in issue 4 when the ar�cles
start landing on his desk hard and fast. That puts the fixed staff count
at a solid six, and addi�onally we have Mike with his movie reviews,
a guest review from Mark Allsworth and OGDuffy will be a consistent
guest writer for the foreseeable future. These guys do some
excellent work outside of Sega Mania and we recommend you check
out their links provided on their respec�ve pages. Un�l further


no�ce we will not be accep�ng applica�ons for new staff or writers.
We’ve had a lot of people get in touch, which is fantas�c, and we are
hugely grateful for all the offers we’ve had, but right now we feel the
magazine has found its voice in the six of us for now.


Subscrip�ons began with this issue, and we are pleased that we
finally managed to come up with a workable solu�on. We decided to
cap it at three issues at a �me as we are having to increase the
length between issues to avoid burnout. We an�cipate that a new
issue of Sega Mania will come out every 6-8 weeks which effec�vely
makes a 3-issue subscrip�on a 6-month subscrip�on although this
isn’t a guarantee, you may get your issues a li�le sooner or a li�le
later, as always, we’ll keep you informed. As some of you have
worked out you can double up subscrip�ons if you so choose, we
won’t stop you from doing this, but please remember that a 6-issue
subscrip�on could take a whole year to be fulfilled!


Lastly before we talk about the exci�ng shiny thing stuck to the front
of this magazine, we did just want to men�on Sega Mania as an
“organisa�on” and own up to some of the things we’ve done wrong.
When we first started the mag, we were a li�le naïve and thought
that making it a community mag and involving people as much as
possible would be an easy thing to do. Well sadly, it’s not. We s�ll
stand by our mission to be as inclusionary as possible, but a few
people have go�en a bit irked at our poor response �mes to emails
or some�mes not responding at all. This isn’t at all inten�onal or us


thinking we’re too important to speak to you, it
all just comes down to a lack of �me. The
magazine is ridiculously �me consuming and
the number of emails, Tweets, and messages
we get is wonderfully staggering! Although we
try to answer them all, it isn’t always possible.
We promise you we are not being rude, we just
only have so much �me to work on the
magazine and if we gave it all up to answering
correspondence then there would be no
magazine. We’ll aim to get be�er at this and
many other things as �me passes…this is only
our third issue, and the ba�lefield is very
different to what it was back in July, we are s�ll
adap�ng. We are however, massively humbled
by all of your kinds words and sugges�ons and
we can’t thank you enough for your support.


Now over to Tim to talk about the good stuff…
…the cover CD.


@CLASSIC_CONSOLE_WARS


I don’t know about you, but I couldn’t have made it through the ‘90s without free stuff on the covers of magazines. If it wasn’t a floppy from Amiga Format, then it
would be a Demo CD from Official Playsta�on or Sega Saturn Magazine. I used to earn £5 a week from my paper round and how it got spent all depended on the
disc content on offer.


So, when we started Sega Mania Magazine, I knew from day one that I wanted to experiment with something on the cover as the ul�mate nostalgia trip, and
seeing as pu�ng a cartridge on there would bankrupt us I knew it had to be a CD. As Issue 1 and Issue 2 came and went I knew it was only a ma�er of �me before
we’d get to the Mega-CD in issue 4 and I could let my idea for a CD on the cover loose. Well, not only did I get impa�ent, but I also learned something about the
Mega-CD homebrew scene along the way, which is why we now see a disc on the cover of issue 3. Let me explain.


The original inten�on was to provide a Mega-CD game demo of some sorts in the 1993 issue so that when we were celebra�ng the launch of the console, you’d
have something poten�ally new to try on your own systems (or emulate should you not have one), however a�er a lot of digging and research, and much to my
surprise, I discovered that homebrew Mega-CD content is prac�cally non-existent. Sure, there were a few things out there such as Sonic Megamix but for obvious
reasons we can’t distribute that. A Mega-CD demo disc has turned out to be a no go.


This discovery was in a way a blessing in the sense that my idea of tying a system launch with a demo CD was, for the mean�me not going to happen which led me
to think, screw it, I’m not going to wait, I want to do this as soon as possible so let’s not make excuses or wait for the right system and �me and just get on with it.


So, the big surprise this issue (although some of you may have predicted it) is that we have our very first cover CD and it not being game content does not make it
any less awesome. As explained on page 3, the CD to me at this �me was a magical medium and in todays incredibly digital world, physical media is star�ng to
become novel again and I hope you take a moment to think about how mind blowing the compact disc s�ll was way back in 1992 when carefully unpeeling it from
the front cover (or just chuck it in the bin and tell me to stop being so bloody whimsical all the �me, your choice).


On the disc is something we think is rather special. Back in issue 2 we interviewed Audio Sprite. A Bri�sh composer of video game remixes. We were so blown away
by his arrangements we adopted his music as the unofficial soundtrack of Sega Mania Magazine (I would make it mandatory to listen to while working on the mag
if I could get away with it!). We approached him to see if he’d be interested in volunteering some of his music for a CD and he deligh�ully said yes. Not only is this
our first cover CD but it’s the first �me that Audio Sprite’s music has been physically available so it’s a double dose of excitement!


On the CD you will find a handpicked selec�on of 14 tracks covering the likes of Vectorman, Sonic the Hedgehog, Streets of Rage, Ristar and Ecco the Dolphin. It’s a
fantas�c selec�on and we really hope you enjoy it. For those of you who prefer our digital edi�on, we’ve included the complete track lis�ng on this page as well as
the link to go and listen for free. Audio Sprite also covers many other games for other systems we’re not too friendly with, so we implore you to go and check them
out.


As for future issues, the Cover CD will not be an “every issue” thing. It’s very expensive to do and this issue’s disc was paid for out of pocket just as a one off.
However, once we get around to covering the Saturn, we may have a few surprises for you, but let’s leave it there for now.


On with the show…


Track lis�ng:


1. Vectorman - Hydrophobic Vibra�ons - Sega Overdrive


2. Sonic The Hedgehog 2 (8-BIT) - Sky High Zone - Sonic 30th Anniversary Act II


3. Streets of Rage - The Syndicate Rises - Sega Overdrive


4. Sonic The Hedgehog 2 - Mys�c Cave Zone - Sonic 30th Anniversary Act I


5. Sonic The Hedgehog 3 - Marble Garden (Nightside Mix) - Sonic 30th


Anniversary Act II


6. Ristar - Trouble in Paradise - Sega Overdrive


7. Sonic The Movie - Overture - Polar Duality - Sonic 25th Anniversary


8. Sonic & Knuckles - Gravity and Mo�on - Sega Overdrive


9. Sonic CD - JPN - Quartz Quadrant - Sonic 30th Anniversary Act I


10. Sonic The Hedgehog 3 - Ice Cap Zone - Glacial Breakdown - Sonic 25th


Anniversary


11. Comix Zone - A World of My Own - Sega Overdrive


12. Sonic 3D (16-BIT) - Dance Puppet, Dance (Panic Puppet) - Sonic 30th


Anniversary Act I


13. Sonic CD (USA) - Sonic Boom -
Featuring Elsie Lovelock - Sonic 25th


Anniversary


14. Ecco - The Tides of Time - Lure of
the Ocean - Sega Overdrive


www.audiosprite87.bandcamp.com







1992, a leap year…
and an annus horribilis, according to Her Majesty Queen
Elizabeth II. She spoke the famous La�n phrase during a
speech in November that marked her Ruby Jubilee, her 40th


year on the throne. Some of the events that comprised her
horrible year included divorces and separa�ons in the royal
family, Prince Charles' affair with Camilla Parker Bowles
becoming public knowledge, and a fire in which Windsor
Castle suffered significant damage. However, aside from
poor old Liz's twelve months of unpleasantness, 1992 was a
rela�vely quiet news year. In American poli�cs, Bill Clinton
was elected as President, but wouldn't take up the office
un�l the following year, and in technology IBM introduced
the excellently named Simon, a device that is considered to
be the first ever smart phone. The cultural impact of both of
these events wouldn't be fully appreciated un�l years later
though, so let's move on and see what was happening in
the worlds of sport and culture.


Sport
The year's biggest spor�ng event was the Summer Olympic
Games held in Barcelona. The Unified Team topped the
medal table, edging out the United States. The Unified Team
was composed of a number of former Soviet republics,
following the dissolu�on of the Soviet Union the previous
year. Baseball, badminton and women's judo all became
Olympic sports for the first �me in Barcelona, and roller
hockey (basically hockey on skates) was a demonstrated
sport. Great Britain placed 13th in the medal table, with five
gold, three silver and twelve bronze medals.


Interes�ngly, 1992 was the last �me in which both the
Summer Olympics and Winter Olympics were staged in the
same year. The Interna�onal Olympic Commi�ee didn't
decide to hold the two events in alterna�ng even-


numbered years un�l 1994. The 1992 Winter Olympics were
held in Albertville, France, and a newly unified Germany
topped the medal table.


In football, Leeds United were the Division One champions,
and then in August of 1992 the inaugural season of the
English Premier League started, changing English football
forever. Liverpool won the FA Cup somewhere in between
the two, with a 2-0 victory over Sunderland in the final. Fan
favourite Andre Agassi won the men's tennis �tle at
Wimbledon, while Steffi Graf was the women's champion.
In Formula 1, the 50th Monaco Grand Prix was held, with
Ayrton Senna taking the victory, but Englishman Nigel
Mansell would win the overall championship.


Music
Some iconic tunes were filling the air-waves in 1992.
Probably the most prominent was Whitney Houston's
rendi�on of “I Will Always Love You”, the theme song to
Kevin Costner's hit film The Bodyguard, which featured
Houston in her film debut. It stayed in the top ten of the UK
singles chart for fi�een weeks and was Christmas Number
1. “Rhythm is a Dancer” by Snap and “Stay” by
Shakespeares Sister were among the other
singles that sold excep�onally well this
year, and the likes of “Weather With You”
by Crowded House and “Friday I'm in Love”
by The Cure s�ll enjoy regular radio play to
this day, the la�er one mostly on Fridays...
Metallica's unusually tender offering
“Nothing Else Ma�ers” enjoyed chart
success in 1992 as well, and Kriss Kross
were busy encouraging listeners to hop
about a bit with their debut single “Jump”.
Also, Billy Ray Cyrus brought country music
back to the masses with “Achy Breaky
Heart”. Thanks Billy.


Movies
The movie scene in 1992 had a somewhat spooky feel to it,
with Candyman, Alien 3, Bram Stoker's Dracula and Army of
Darkness all hi�ng cinema screens. The aforemen�oned
The Bodyguard offered an intense story of romance for
those who weren't in the mood for blood and guts, and
Wayne's World provided something a li�le more light-
hearted altogether. Violent crime thriller Reservoir Dogs
was also released, as well as the highly-rated western
Unforgiven, featuring iconic performances from Clint
Eastwood and Gene Hackman. If you were looking for
something to put on for the kids though, Disney's Aladdin
offered fun for all the family, and provided us with Robin
Williams' legendary turn as the voice of the Genie.


TV
As alluded to in the last issue, Mr. Blobby hit Bri�sh TV
screens for the first �me in 1992. The oversized, googly-
eyed, highly hilarious yet subtly sinister television icon
would harass and confuse hapless celebri�es on classic
episodes of Noel's House Party. Elsewhere on our TV


screens the likes of Absolutely Fabulous, Heartbeat (the
saccharine Yorkshire-based period drama starring Nick
Berry) and Gladiators would debut. Oh, and in January of


1992 Channel 4 would begin airing a show called
GamesMaster, in which host Dominik Diamond and
astrologer-turned-gaming messiah Sir Patrick Moore would
discuss these newfangled video games that everyone
seemed to be talking about.


Literature
Some of the most popular books released in 1992 include
Michael Ondaatje's The English Pa�ent, John Grisham's The
Pelican Brief and Men Are from Mars, Women Are from
Venus by John Gray. Prolific horror aficionado Stephen King
would release Gerald's Game, one of his slightly less well-
known works. Another talented Stephen would also publish
a book this year. Stephen E. Ambrose would release Band of
Brothers, which detailed the trials of the 101st Airborne
Division during World War II. This would later be developed
into the popular and harrowing 2001 HBO miniseries of the
same name.


Other Cultural Bits
Christmas of 1992 saw UK shops struggling to meet demand
for the Matchbox Thunderbirds Tracy Island set, while over


in America kids were clamouring for a
Talking Barney toy, a�er Barney and Friends
debuted on American TV. Not including
video games, the top selling Christmas toy
on UK shelves was the humble WWF ac�on
figure. The WWF was enjoying a hot period
in 1992, with Ric Flair winning the '92 Royal
Rumble to claim the vacant WWF
Championship in what is regarded as one of
the greatest ever matches of its type.


1992 was also an important year for anime
fans as Sailor Moon debuts over in Japan,
and, slightly more indirectly, it was an


important year for fans of more adult-focused anima�on as
well. Trey Parker and Ma� Stone created the animated
short Jesus vs. Frosty, in which very early versions of the
now world-famous South Park kids could be seen, and the
line “Oh my God! Frosty killed Kenny!” is u�ered. Only, the
character that is killed looks more like Cartman. It's weird
and confusing.


So, '92 was a fairly quiet year, in the grand scheme of
things. It was an annus horribilis for some, an annus
mirabilis for others, no doubt, and something in between
for most of the rest of us. S�ll, as always, we had video
games to keep us going. Let's take a look at some in the rest
of this magazine, shall we? That's what we're all here for,
a�er all.


- Simon
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Newcomer Alex
takes a look at
the new sega
super console
and its big
launch in Japan
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We here at Sega Mania aren’t afraid to call a
screwdriver a screwdriver, and while the Mega Drive
does gangbusters here in Europe (similarly the
Genesis in North America), the console is just not
shi�ing as desired in Sega’s homeland of Japan.
There, Nintendo’s Famicom and Super Famicom
consoles s�ll rule the roost.


Gaining an early foothold in CD-ROM technology,
NEC’s PC Engine (known as TurboGrafx in the US)
recently released its own add-on named the PC Engine
CD which is also selling well in Japan, posing yet
another threat to the Mega Drive sales in the land of
the rising sun.


Something needed to be done, and with rumours
about Nintendo working with Sony on a CD-ROM add-
on drive for Super Famicom swirling around, Sega
went with the absolute cannot-fail move of ge�ng in
there first. Now, the mul�media revolu�on has arrived
and will quite literally be televised, as Japanese
gamers hook up their Hitachis to the most advanced
games console in the world – the Sega Mega CD.


As we reported last issue, following the unveiling of
the machine at the 1991 Tokyo Toy Show, Sega’s Mega
CD arrived in Japanese stores on 12th December 1991
priced at ¥49,800, or a rela�vely eye-watering £259,
and is enjoying a very strong launch.


For its price, you’d hope the hardware is impressive,
and luckily it is. The Mega CD combines exis�ng Mega
Drive hardware with CD-ROM technology. It works by
a�aching itself to the bo�om of your Mega Drive,
clipping on via a steel plate that acts as a radio
frequency shield between the two units, and plays
solely CD-based games.


The main CPU of the Mega CD is a faster 12.5MHz 16-
bit Motorola 68000 processor that works alongside
the CPU already in the Mega Drive. Two CPUs -
madness! It offers new features like biaxial sprite
rota�on and smoother graphics scaling, improved CD-
based soundtracks, and support for full-mo�on video
(FMV). It even plays audio CDs and CD+G
(CD+Graphics) discs for karaoke.


The real ace in the hole is, of course, the CD-ROM
technology. CD-ROMs can hold up to 150x more data
than cartridges, and more than most PC hard drives
too. When combined with Sega’s new FMV codex, the
Mega CD can deliver bigger and more beau�ful �tles
than Nintendo’s Super Nintendo Entertainment
System, even with it having to u�lise the Mega Drive’s
smaller colour pallet. It blows the PC Engine CD out of
the water, and is even on par with the Amiga; the
possibili�es are seemingly endless.


Unfortunately, possibili�es are all we have to go on at
the moment, thanks to a pre�y lacklustre duo of
Japanese launch �tles for the system. Sol-Feace and
Heavy Nova are, it’s fair to say, not making use of the
Mega CD’s hardware, as you’ll see in our hands-on
opinions a li�le later.


There are, however, some tasty �tles on the horizon.
Sega of America announced their version of the
console – dubbed the Sega CD – in September ‘91, and
has already made arrangements with recently-founded
developer Digital Pictures for a wealth of FMV-based
games in the near future. It might be a new type of
gaming experience, but making the not-so-bold
assump�on that they don’t all turn out to be terribly-
acted, boring, campy rubbish that can barely even be
called games, we could be in for a really futuris�c treat
here!


Guaranteed killer-app Lunar: The Silver Star will launch
on 26th June 1992 and looks set to sell like hot cakes
once it hits the RPG-hungry Japanese market. Dragon’s
Lair, the gorgeous, hand-drawn arcade sensa�on has
been running on LaserDisc technology since 1983, and
should be receiving the defini�ve home port in 1993
on Mega CD thanks to the system’s FMV capabili�es.
We’ve also heard there’s a Sonic game in produc�on
exclusively for Mega CD with lead programmer Yuji
Naka at the helm, and if that isn’t a sure-fire hit, we
don’t know what is.


It’s likely we’ll have to make do with our Japanese
imports for a while, with the console not set to release
in the UK un�l Spring ‘93, so we’ll have more for you
next issue.


- Alex
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Unfortunately, the Mega CD’s second launch �tle is an absolute clunker.
Heavy Nova is not only an incredibly bland game to look at, its playing
experience is akin to drinking hot tar, or Bovril as it’s known in Scotland.
You play as a Heavy D.O.L.L. (Defensive Offensive Lethal Liberator… no,
seriously) robot out to fight other robots in some of the slowest and most
unresponsive beat ‘em up gameplay ever seen.


A�er ushering your robot through a roughly 20-second ‘level’ you’ll end
up in a boss fight. This always boils down to smashing bu�ons and hoping
your robot actually registers that you’ve pressed anything, or that the
non-existent collision detec�on allows it to even hit your opponent.
Hilariously, the robot has the turning circle of Na�onal Express coach in an
alleyway and usually gives up on the whole idea of facing the opponent,
choosing instead to moonwalk slowly towards a kick in the robot bo�y.


Most of the fights we played ended up with the two robots merging into
one another and throwing punches at thin air, or the ill-advised energy
system meaning our robot constantly ran out of juice for figh�ng at all –
forced to stand s�ll and take a pounding. Hopefully this isn’t a sign of
what’s to come for the Mega CD, because this is about as revolu�onary as
a drain pipe.
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Sol-Feace is an arcade port of Wolf Team’s 1990 horizontal-scrolling
shooter. Readers familiar with �tles like Sega’s own Fantasy Zone and,
more specifically, R-Type will know exactly what to expect here. You guide
your ship, the eponymous Sol-Feace itself, through intense levels filled
with obstacles, enemies and a hell of incoming bullets. Grabbing power-
ups grants you more and more powerful weaponry, all of which is lost as
soon as your ship takes a single hit.


It’s equal parts exhilara�ng and frustra�ng, but delivers a solid hint of the
type of game now possible on Sega hardware, specifically from a sound
standpoint with its crystal-clear dialogue and music. Unfortunately, being
a port of a two-year-old game brings with it an unavoidable lack of visual
flair, despite the addi�on of some anime cutscenes. Sol-Feace is most
definitely not the benchmark for what the Mega CD is capable of from a
graphical standpoint, but that doesn’t take away from it being an at-�mes
entertaining experience.
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In 1992, Sega released their infra-red light gun for the Mega
Drive. A seriously cool piece of kit, it came in three


detachable parts – a pistol, a shoulder stock, and sights. It
appealed to kids who'd seen lock 'n' load montages in their
favourite ac�on films, and wanted to disassemble and
reassemble their firearm just like in the movies. The fully
assembled weapon looked like some kind of futuris�c laser
assault rifle, and felt weighty in the arms of its predominantly
young audience. They called it the Menacer and, visually at


least, it lived up to the name.


Unfortunately, it was a bit of a flop, both cri�cally and
commercially. It came bundled with a six-game cartridge that
failed to capture the hearts of those who played it, and only
one other game was released for the Mega Drive that was
compa�ble. There were a number of games for the Mega-CD
that were Menacer compa�ble, but these didn't hit the


shelves un�l '93. For now, let's look at what came bundled
with the Menacer, and then set our sights on the other game
that adopters of the chunky rifle could get stuck in to. Trigger


fingers at the ready, we're going in.


Front Line
Another shoo�ng gallery, this one sees you taking
out tanks, jeeps and aircra� with what must be a
terrifyingly powerful automa�c weapon. If
something drives or flies past too far into the
distance, it's almost impossible to pick out the �ny
sprite. The thing is as bland visually as it is to play,
and the two firing modes don't really do much to
alleviate the boredom. Enemy vehicles don't put up
much of a fight either. Probably the weakest of the
bunch.


Rockman's Zone
This one is your basic shoo�ng gallery. The camera
will slowly pan around a grimy city se�ng while
pictures of crooks and civilians pop up in windows
and doorways. Simply shoot the crooks and avoid
innocent bystanders for the best scores. It's a basic
challenge of aim and reac�ons, with lives lost when
innocents are shot or bad guys manage to shoot
back. The city streets don't quite have the style of a
Streets of Rage or a Terminator 2 though, and as
such it lacks that all-important personality.
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Pest Control
Oddly, this is the one that got the most play out of
this par�cular Sega Mania writer. Players are tasked
with protec�ng a precious pizza from rampaging
bugs in the only sensible way – blas�ng them into
bug paste. I guess moving the pizza from the floor is
just too much effort. Interes�ngly, the player's view
is severely restricted, making it difficult to see which
bugs are coming from where. Not exactly a
masterpiece, but not a bad way to spend ten
minutes either.


Ready, Aim, Tomatoes!
The highlight of the compila�on for most players,
this fun shoo�ng gallery features everyone's
favourite funky aliens, ToeJam and Earl. Players take
on the role of ToeJam as he a�empts to pelt some
of the iconic enemies from the main game with
devasta�ng tomato-based ordnance. Power-ups,
humour and familiar, funky music give this game a
li�le bit of the much needed life that's lacking
elsewhere in the compila�on. A shiny rock in
amongst all the dull pebbles.


Space Sta�on Defender
Another straight up shoo�ng gallery, players are
presented with a snazzy sci-fi background and
telepor�ng pods that contain spooky aliens. Once
the pods spawn they will gradually open to reveal
their alien inhabitants in the same order that they
appeared in, giving the ac�on a memory challenge
flavour. However, it's s�ll just a shoo�ng gallery, and
a very sta�c one at that. The background art is
pre�y rad though. Did I already men�on that?


Whack Ball
A strange one this. Looking more like some kind of
Breakout clone than a light gun game, players are
tasked with using a big ball to whack a li�le ball
around, while changing the colours of a frame
consis�ng of interlocking, moving blocks. It's not an
obvious choice for a light gun game and it does
make for a nice change of pace, but it won't keep
you addicted for long. The Columns of the Menacer
Six-Game Cartridge.
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T2: The Arcade Game
This port of the Terminator 2 arcade game provided
a much more compelling reason to pick up the
Menacer peripheral. Consis�ng of a seven stage
journey through the Terminator universe, T2: The
Arcade Game boasts chao�c gunplay, incoming
projec�les that need to be shot down, destruc�ble
scenery, and mul�-stage boss fights. The graphics are
bright and detailed (although the colour pale�e is a
li�le washed out) and popping the heads off of
approaching terminators is nice and sa�sfying.
There's some strategy involved too, as your main
weapon will overheat if you're constantly


hammering the trigger, thus losing killing power. The baddies come at you thick and
fast though, so balancing screen control with weapon effec�veness is no easy feat.


Things can get pre�y difficult, and there will be �mes when even the most skilful
player will take a few bullets and missiles to the face, but the game gives you enough
con�nues and power ups to make it through with a bit of prac�ce. A second,
controller-wielding comrade will help you out as well, as one player can keep an eye
on the enemies while the other sniffs out those essen�al power-ups. While not the
best light gun game around, T2 blows all of the offerings on the six-game cartridge
out of the water, so if you were already stuck with the Menacer this was probably
your best chance at ge�ng something out of it. - Simon
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KNOW YOUR ENEMY


The Wait is Finally Over


The Super Nintendo Entertainment System was finally released in Europe and the UK,
a�er being out in Japan since November '90 and in the US since April of 1991. The
legendary console's launch line-up included Super Mario World and F-Zero, and by the
end of the year the likes of The Legend of Zelda: A Link to the Past and Contra III: The
Alien Wars had also appeared on UK shelves, making the SNES a real heavy-hi�er in
the console market. Sonic 2 s�ll managed to outsell anything Nintendo had to offer
here in Europe, though, thanks in no small part to the already established user-base
for the Mega Drive.


The All-Consuming One


'92 also saw the first appearance of a certain pink blob, with Kirby's Dreamland for the
Game Boy being released. It came out in Japan in April and in August for Western
audiences. Kirby's Dreamland had a fairly unique gameplay hook in that the �tular
character could inhale enemies and also inflate himself to float. The ability to wield
the powers of inhaled enemies was not present in this ini�al ou�ng, however, and
instead the Jigglypuff lookalike had to make do with more tradi�onal power-ups like
the rest of us.


Football Evolved


Sensible Soccer was released for the Atari ST, Amiga and PC in 1992. It was very well-
received by football fans, and would go on to be regarded as one of the most
influen�al football games of all-�me, with advanced yet simple gameplay that was
unlike anything else in the genre. There would be many, many more entries into the
series over the years, with the most recent one appearing on Xbox Live Arcade in
2007. Sensible Soccer was developed by Sensible So�ware, the team also responsible
for the likes of Cannon Fodder and Mega-Lo-Mania.


Championship Potential


Here's one with an interes�ng Sega link. In 1992 the very first Championship Manager
was released for MS-DOS, Amiga and Atari ST. The game allowed players to take
control of a team in the English football league, but featured no real player names.
While this ini�al offering was somewhat limited, the series would go from strength to
strength with its yearly itera�ons, and in 2003 developers Sports Interac�ve would
split from publishers Eidos. While Eidos would retain the Championship Manager
name, Sports Interac�ve would keep the match engine and database, and would go on
to create the yearly Football Manager series, s�ll published by Sega to this day.


Phillips Enter the Fray


In July of 1992 Phillips would release their ill-fated system the CD-I, which stands for
Compact Disc-Interac�ve. Ini�ally intended for educa�on and home entertainment
purposes, the CD-I is best known today for its video games. The system's strongest
point was arguably its full mo�on video capability, and many of its more prominent
�tles made good use of this, including Mad Dog McCree and well-received cyberpunk
point-and-click adventure Burn:Cycle. The CD-I never ignited the interest of the
masses, however, and the product line was dropped in 1998 a�er an unspectacular
run. It's probably now best remembered for the absolutely shocking Zelda: The Wand
of Gamelon. Link: The Faces of Evil and Zelda's Adventure games. That'll teach
Nintendo for licensing out its most highly-regarded franchise...


Blood in the Arcades


Another big moment in the history of video gaming was happening in American
arcades in 1992. Mortal Kombat was introducing players to a whole new world of
realism and violence, with sprites based on digi�sed actors and a level of blood and
gore never before seen in gaming. Rest assured, the media, parents and public officials
all took note, and Mortal Kombat had a large part to play in the development of age
ra�ngs on games. Eager console owners would get their hands on home versions of
the game in the following year. For Mega Drive owners, the blood and guts would be
hidden behind a cheat code, but SNES owners would need to have a Game Genie to
access that lovely crimson.


- Simon


Incoming transmission…


Sega were continuing to make waves in 1992 with Sonic the Hedgehog 2
taking the gaming world by storm. Outside of our comfortable little Sega
bubble, Street Fighter II was the best selling SNES offering of the year,
but we touched on that game in the last issue, so let's look at what else


the other companies were doing.


Bulk Slash Fan Translation is in the works!
One of the biggest tragedies of the Sega Saturn’s demise in the west was the
number of excellent games released in Japan that never made it to American and
European shores.


For the most part this isn’t a huge deal as the vast majority of games are
shooters and fighters and when imported do not offer too many barriers to entry.
You can pick up and play most of them without ever needing to know a single
word of Japanese.


Bulk Slash however is not one of those games. Sure it’s easy to pick up and play
using a few online guides, but there is a wealth of story and voice acting locked
away that needs to be experienced.


We’re therefore super excited, to announce that a fan translation is in the works
and due for release any day now. Hundreds if not thousands of hours have been
put into translating the entire game, menus, in-game text and voices, this is a
complete translation and will hopefully open up this game to a brand new
playerbase.


The translation is being carried out by a group of talented individuals on the
SegaXtreme.net forums and as you’ll see in some of the screenshots on this page
that they are leaving no stone unturned when it comes to making sure that the
whole game gets a localised revamp.


If you’ve not played Bulk Slash before, it’s worth grabbing a copy to see what the
fuss is all about and why you should be excited about this project. It’s arguably
one of the most technically accomplished games on the Saturn with smooth
scrolling 3D environments, huge sprites, particle effects and some excellent
sound. It’s also great to play as well and is challenging without being frustrating! If
you liked Virtual-On you’ll love Bulk Slash!


To find out more, go to https://segaxtreme.net/threads/bulk-slash-english-
localization-project.24794/
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The date is the 7th January 1992, and the very first episode of the first
ever video game TV show has just been broadcast on Channel 4. Sega
Mania’s Rob was eagerly sat in front of the ‘big telly’ for this momentous
occasion and gives his thoughts.


This is what TV was made for. I sit here as a 13 year old who can’t get enough
of his Mega Drive (yes, that’s right, we’re doing the “it actually is 1992 now”
thing again) and for anyone unlucky enough to miss the first episode of
GamesMaster, and didn’t remember to tape it, let me tell you what you missed.


GamesMaster is presented by a Scottish guy called Dominik Diamond, and the
‘Games Master’ who is a cyber nautically enhanced version of monacle-wearing
Patrick Moore, the space guy. He a robot, or something, programmed to know
everything about every game.


The show is filmed in a creepy old church, and Dominik explained to viewers
that each episode will feature reviews of the latest games, and three special
games challenges, set by the Games Master himself. He went on to say that this
is aimed at those who love a “waggle of your joystick in the privacy of your
own bedroom”, and I think I speak for us all, when I say who doesn’t?


Introduction over, we were straight into the first challenge. The Games Master
explained the task – collecting 50 coins on the first level of Super Mario 3 on
NES and reach the end of the level, all within two minutes. The first ever
contestant was a young lad called Daniel Blake from Edgeware. Daniel emerged
from the smoke, much like a WWFWrestling champion; a whooping and a
hollering from the crowd, as he confidently marched down the aisle with his
perfect centre parting, beaming smile, and a blue sweatshirt emblazoned with
the word “authentic”. This was Daniel’s 15 minutes of fame, well 2 minutes.
Would he walk down that aisle a boy, and return a man, nay a God, having
become a legend in his own lifetime? Or would he fail, the nation watching on
TV, and skulk back down the same aisle to a disappointed silence from the
crowd, his Tanooki Mario tail tucked firmly between his legs?


Mean Machine magazine’s Julian ‘Jaz’ Rignall joined Dominik for commentary
and Daniel began his challenge.


He only bloody did it! Daniel won the first ever Golden GamesMaster Joystick.
He smiled, and adjusted his centre parting, even though it didn’t need
adjusting, as some hooded monks carried his prize slowly to Dominik, who in
turn presented it to our winner, telling him to “take it back to Edgeware and
carry it proud and erect through the high street”.


Then we were into some reviews, including talking heads from writers from
popular video games magazines giving their thoughts. The theme was games
based on movies, and Terminator on the Mega Drive (87%), the Addams Family
on NES (63%), and then Indiana Jones and the Fate of Atlantis on PC (93%).


This was followed by a short feature about how the craze of customising your
Nintendo Gameboy has swept the nation. A woman who had proudly
customised her Gameboy talked to the camera. She explained in detail what
she had done, which was to stick some stickers, from a sheet she bought from
the shop, onto her Gameboy. Clever stuff I think you’ll agree.


Next up was the second challenge, which was a celebrity challenge on a game
called ‘Manchester United Europe’ on PC. Professional footballer John
Fashanu would be taking on a guy called Simon Reynolds from Bishop
Stortford. Fashanu would be controlling Manchester United, while Reynolds
is Liverpool. The first half was close but ended goalless, and let me tell you,
this game looks SO good, I can’t see how it will ever be possible to improve
upon this iteration of video game football.


The second half was a much more open affair, and Simon took the lead,
shouting “woo woo woo woo” repeatedly in Fash’s face. He didn’t like that at
all, and ran straight down the other end of the pitch, and hit the crossbar.
Simon went 2-0 up with more “woos” and it was game over. He couldn’t have
been more pleased as he was presented with his Golden GamesMaster
Joystick.


Now it was time for the cleverly titled “Consoleation”, where gamers
struggling with a part of a game could pop on a virtual reality headset and
enter the Games Master’s world, and ask him for help face to face. This is
exactly what we have needed for years, as there’s simply no way of getting
help in games you are struggling with, without having to call a premium rate
telephone number, or hope that your friends at school are playing the same
game and have past the part that you’re stuck on. I can see this being a
challenge for decades to come.


The final challenge of this debut episode was on the LaserDisc arcade
machine Mad Dog Mcree. Enter the challenger, a guy called Tony Wright
from North Wales.


Hang on. HAHAHAHAHAHAHA, this guy is ancient! He must be at least 35
and he has a great big moustache! What is he doing playing games?
HAHAHAHAHAHAH, what a saddo!


That said, for an old timer Tony was an absolute Jedi at this game, with some
incredible shooting, and easily won the final Golden GamesMaster Joystick of
the evening.


Well, what a great show, and I can’t wait for next week to see what the second
episode has in store. Highly recommended, make sure you check it out.


- Rob


Want to watch them in HD? Our very own editor Tim has been working
on an HD upscale project for old episodes of GamesMaster, check them


out here h�ps://www.youtube.com/c/PocketTim







Here we go again, another issue
which means yet another year,
1992 to be exact and what a year it
was for video games and life in
general. Being a carefree working
19-year-old with no major bills my
focus was ge�ng to the pub as
o�en as possible, a�ending
memorable gigs in London and
playing video games in between!


I was fortunate enough to own
both the Sega Mega Drive and the


Super Nintendo which I s�ll believe were the best contenders of any console
war, of any genera�on. (Am I wrong?) Owning both amazing systems meant I
was able to play each systems exclusive �tles (Sonic and Mario to name the
obvious) and also choose the best version of �tles released on both systems,
by, entrus�ng the varied views from whichever magazine was your go to in the
day. Which leads us nicely to this issues VS game.


We are looking at the superb Coin-Op conversion that is Smash TV on both the
classic systems of this year… The Super Nintendo and of course the Sega
powerhouse which is the Mega Drive or the Genesis if you’re on the other side
of the pond!


Smash TV was first released in the arcades by Williams and those who
remember the earlier Williams game of Robotron will know where the twin
joys�ck gameplay started out life. I must admit as being a huge fan of Smash
TV so was mega pleased when it was released onto the home consoles of the
day but was my pleasure short lived? Did either version hold up to the arcade
classic? Read on…


The theme from the game li�s directly from the Arnie film ‘The Running Man’
which I thoroughly enjoyed, maybe more than Smash TV itself! You play a
gameshow contestant on a TV show where you have to kill mul�ple enemies of


varying difficulty, when you clear that area of all enemies you move onto the
next and repeat the process. A great, fun shoot em up in the arcade which
played superbly with great bright graphics and awesome audio to match. So,
let us get to the previously men�oned home conversions and see if my
enthusiasm for the arcade game was matched by the console versions.


Graphically both versions ini�ally look similar but upon further inspec�on the
SNES version seems slightly darker which adds a certain ambience and
gri�er feel to the game, along with damage shown on the levels and sharper
images of items. Anima�ons of cut scenes and level bosses are be�er on the
SNES version along with clearer presented enemies and players. So,
graphically the SNES takes this one, although strangely the SNES version
censors out the players nipples! The curse of Nintendo Censorship strikes
again this �me removing male nipples! Yes, you did read that correctly… The
removal of male nips!


The arcade version featured great audio and speech with iconic lines like ‘ide
buy that for a dollar’ and ‘total carnage’ adding to the gameshow element,
again the SNES version does the sound be�er than the Mega Drive, with the
Mega Drive skipping crowd noises and cheering etc completely.


But the main element that ruined the Mega Drive version for me though
were the really poor controls, the original arcade game featured twin
joys�cks one for movement and one for shoo�ng in any direc�on you chose
to. The SNES controllers bu�on layout was a natural fit for this game but the
awkward controls of the MD opted to use the 3-bu�on layout with bu�ons
assigned to firing in the direc�on you were facing, reverse firing and finally
locking the firing posi�on. Unfortunately, this game mechanic made the MD
version almost unplayable, you could plug in a second controller and use
both joypads to emulate movement and firing but let’s be honest, how
awkward and fiddly would that be! Did you do this? If so I would love to hear
how you got on!


So, Smash TV was not the Smash hit game it could have been on the MD and
the SNES version was be�er on all counts. Now please do not rage and rip up
the magazine in disgust at the amazing MD system losing out to the SNES but
remember… Next issue is a new year which means a new game to do a VS of,
so maybe a SEGA win then? Apologies … OGDuffy 12


OGDuffy is a YouTuber who drops VS videos weekly, alongside Retro
Gaming Pick Ups and Game Hun�ng videos, and features all things
associated to Retro Gaming on his channel.


Agree / Disagree with his verdict? Head over to his YouTube channel hit the
SUBSCRIBE bu�on and join in the weekly debates in the comments, see you
there …


ogduffytwitch@gmail.com


www.youtube.com/c/OGDuffy


23: Streets of Rage (Game Gear/Master System) – Sam Forrester
24: Sonic the Hedgehog 2 (Mega Drive) – Rob Kirkup
28: Sonic the Hedgehog 2 (Game Gear/Master System) – Tim Hugall
29: Galaxy Force II (Mega Drive) – Sam Forrester
30: Dungeons & Dragons: Warriors of the Eternal Sun (Mega Drive) – Simon Pike
31:World of Illusion Starring Mickey Mouse & Donald Duck (Mega Drive) – Simon Pike
32: The Terminator (Mega Drive) – Simon Pike
33: The Terminator (Game Gear) – Simon Pike
33: Atomic Runner (Mega Drive) – Sam Forrester
34: Steel Talons (Mega Drive) – Rob Kirkup
35: Batman (Mega Drive) – Rob Kirkup
37: Alien 3 (Mega Drive) – Simon Pike
38: Taz-Mania (Mega Drive/Game Gear) – Simon Pike
39: Thunder Force IV (Mega Drive) – Rob Kirkup
40: Spla�erhouse 2 (Mega Drive) – Rob Kirkup
41: Super Sonic H.W.A (Audio CD/Casse�e/Vinyl) –Mark Allsworth (guest columnist)
42: Kid Chameleon (Mega Drive) – Sam Forrester
43: Klax (Mega Drive) - Stephen Andrews
44: Talespin (Mega Drive) – Simon Pike
45: Road Rash II (Mega Drive) – Sam Forrester
45: Bart vs The Space Mutants (Mega Drive/Master System) – Sam Forrester
46:WWF Super Wrestlemania (Mega Drive) – Simon Pike
48:Wonder Boy in Monster World (Mega Drive) – Simon Pike
49: Zero Wing (Mega Drive) – Stephen Andrews
49: Home Alone (Mega Drive/Game Gear) – Rob Kirkup
50: Desert Strike (Mega Drive) – Stephen Andrews
51: LHX A�ack Chopper (Mega Drive) – Stephen Andrews
52: Speedball 2 (Mega Drive) – Stephen Andrews
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Figh�ng your way through knife-wielding thugs and gangs of
people up to no good may be your standard night out in the UK
these days, but back in the early nine�es there was s�ll some
decency to be found on the streets. Those of us who remember
those halcyon days will relish the opportunity to dole out some
punishment to hundreds of scumbags in Streets of Rage.


You play as Axel or Blaze, super cops who've had enough of the
systemic corrup�on that has infested their once peaceful city. A
new gang has sprung up with enough money to bribe and
influence the government, police and anything else in-between
and the city has gone to hell in a handbasket as a result. This
makes you a one man, or woman, army solely responsible for
figh�ng wave a�er wave of bad guys.


You won't get any help or back up, but there are plenty of pick-ups
in the street which will restore health or give you the opportunity
to smash someone's skull in with a pipe. Not that you need it,
your characters are capable of leaping high up in the air and
throwing a knee that will knock down everything in front of you.
Failing that, a punch combina�on or a wrestling suplex should get
the job done. The throws won't work on the bosses though, so
don't try it!


Everyone loves a classic beat-'em-up and there is a lot of fun to be
had with Streets of Rage. The controls can be a li�le finicky
though, you have to be in a certain posi�on before your character
will a�empt a throw and it's en�rely possible to be kept grounded
if mul�ple enemies get you down and a�ack at once – very
frustra�ng.


There are a variety of enemies from high kick experts to fire
throwers, and the bosses will take a li�le figuring out too. The
level design is slick and colourful and the soundtrack full of cool
synth.


A stone cold classic well worth replaying.


REVIEW
ZONE
A�er the arrival of Sonic the Hedgehog, Sega’s fortunes
turned around rapidly and Mega Drive adop�on rates went
through the roof! This is problema�c for us as the number of
games released also soared. Each issue we are given the
near impossible task of choosing which games to feature
and which games to drop. We hope you enjoy this issue’s
selec�on. If your favourite game hasn’t made the cut, let us
know as we found a �me machine in the shed the other day
and we may have figured out how to make it work! ;-)







Sonic the Hedgehog requires no introduc�on to readers of
this magazine, as Sega’s blue hedgehog had raced onto the
scene only a year earlier and became an overnight sensa�on,
giving Sega the mascot they’d long desired, able to rival
Nintendo’s chubby Italian plumber. To sa�sfy the huge desire
for more Sonic, and undoubtedly with one eye on the
recently released Super Nintendo, and the other eye on what
kids would be circling in the Argos catalogue in the hope of
Santa leaving it under their tree that Christmas, Sonic the
Hedgehog 2 was released on the 24th November 1992. This
Tuesday release date, part of a $10 million adver�sing
campaign, was cleverly marketed as “Sonic 2’sday”. It was
also released on the same date globally, which was an
unusual move for the �me, but as expected it was a huge


success, both cri�cally and commercially, selling more than seven million copies by the end of 1996, making it the second
highest selling Mega Drive game ever, behind the original Sonic.


Sonic 2 was evolu�on, more so than revolu�on, over his first ou�ng, taking everything the first Sonic did and making it bigger,
be�er, and dare I say, faster. The bright, colourful backgrounds are even be�er in the sequel with clever flourishes that really
bring them to life, and each of the zones are varied and a huge step up from the original game, even the opening Emerald Hill
Zone is essen�ally an improved version of the iconic Green Hill Zone. The music is phenomenal, complemen�ng each of the
ten zones perfectly and eternally memorable. Sonic has a new
Spin Dash move, but the biggest addi�on is Sonic’s new
sidekick, Miles “Tails” Prower (get it?), a fox with two tails who
can spin them so fast that they allow him to fly.


Sonic is once again looking to thwart Dr. Robotnik with another
of his evil schemes, which this �me sees Sonic’s nemesis
building a space sta�on called the Death Egg (which I would
suggest is a massive rip off of the Death Star, however the
Death Egg has a moustache, so totally different), powered by
Chaos Emeralds. So Sonic and Tails have to fight through eleven
different zones, tackling the badniks, which are once again cute
li�le woodland creatures that Robotnik has enslaved and
turned into robots hell bent on stopping Sonic ge�ng to the
seven Chaos Emeralds before their master.


To collect the Chaos Emeralds Sonic must
collect 50 rings on any level then pass a
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checkpoint, at which point a swirling ring of stars will appear
above it, jumping into this will teleport Sonic and Tales into
the Special Stage. These Special Stages takes the form of a 3D
half pipe course where our heroes must collect rings while
avoiding bombs, and reach each of the checkpoints having
collected the required number of rings. If you reach the third,
and final, checkpoint with enough rings the Chaos Emerald is
your prize. Collec�ng all seven Chaos Emeralds grants the
player access to Super Sonic. To ac�vate Super Sonic collect 50
rings and jump, at which point Sonic will transform, and
change colour, into his super form. Super Sonic is invincible,
faster, and can jump further. Each second that passes sees
Super Sonic lose a ring, and if all rings are lost he will revert
back to regular Sonic.


Sonic the Hedgehog 2 is a masterpiece, and it’s no wonder
that it’s my personal favourite Mega Drive game of all �me. I
have such fond memories of Christmas 1992 when Santa
delivered Sonic 2 (and Taz-Mania), and my younger brother
and I would sit on the floor in front of the 14” portable TV for
hours on end, which would become days on end, playing
through �me and �me again, trying to defeat that tricky final
boss. If I see any screenshot of the game, even now, I can
immediately recall the music that would accompany that zone.


Sonic 2 is a special, special game, and s�ll holds up really well
today. It goes without saying that this is a must in any Mega
Drive collec�on.
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Know your
zones


Sonic 2 features 11 zones for you to successfully navigate
on your way to defeating Dr. Robotnik, as well as the Special
Stage. This ismore than the first game’s six, howevermost
of these zones now have two acts rather than three. These


zones all have a unique theme, and their own clever
mechanics and all conclude with a boss fight against


Robotnik, so let’s take a look at them.


Emerald Hill Zone
The opening zone of Sonic 2 is similar to the Green Hill Zone,


which opened the first game, with rolling green hills,
tropical palm trees, and loop-de-loops galore.


Chemical Plant Zone
This zone is set in a industrial city pumping out toxic


chemicals. Pipes propel Sonic all over the level, and the
lower area of the zone is floodedwith a dangerous pink


liquid, that acts like water, however there’s no air bubbles
that would famously save Sonic from drowning , so if you
end up in the chemical you have to get up and out of it


before you lose a life.
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Aquatic Ruin Zone
As the name suggests this zone is set around a crumbling


ruin which is collapsing into the depths of a lake.


Casino Night Zone
There was a lot of excitement when screenshots of the
Casino Night Zone were first seen prior to the game’s


release, and it’s easy to see why, with a wonderful Vegas-
esque background and focussed around a series of giant


pinball tables (with Sonic as the ball) with flippers and even
slot machines. This proved to be one of themost popular
zones in the game, and influenced the decision to develop
an entire game around this theme. This would be released


as Sonic Spinball the following year.


Hill Top Zone
High above the clouds Sonic and Tails must traverse a


mountain range, while avoiding rising lava, using see saws


to propel themselves higher, before using lifts made of
vines to ride back down. Upon entering the caves within the
mountain, earthquakes will add to the challenges we face.


Mystic Cave Zone
Set within a dark, spooky cave full of twinkly crystals, mine
cart tracks and tunnels heading in all directions. Traps
galore attempt to slow Sonic down, and prevent him


Oil Ocean Zone
Clearly not environmentally aware, Robotnik is creating an
entire ocean of oil. Players can skid across the oil, however
hang around too long and Sonic will sink into it and die. Not
a nice way to go, I’d imagine, his little hedgehog lungs filling


with oil.


Metropolis Zone
The only zone to include three acts, and these are three
huge acts. The namewould suggest this is a city-based


zone, but it’s not at all, this is based in an enormous
industrial factory with traps such as crushers, and vats of


boiling hot chemicals. There is a neat newmechanic here in
the form of nuts and bolts, which provide a genius newway
of getting to higher levels by using Sonic’s speed to turn the


nut so it moves up the bolt.


Sky Chase Zone
After defeat in Metropolis Zone the evil doctor takes to the
skies and Sonic and Tails give chase, with Sonic riding atop
a plane named the Tornado, with Tails piloting. This zone is
only one act, and despite being so late in the game isn’t too
tricky as the Tornado will always be below you, so if you


misjudge a jump, you’ll land back safely on the wings of the
plane.


Wing Fortress Zone
Following on immediately after Sky Chase Zone, the Tornado
is hit, and falls from the sky. Sonic bails out in his continued
pursuit of Robotnik, and lands inWing Fortress Zone. This
zone takes place on a flying battleship, with hazards at
every turn, however the biggest danger here is simply


falling to your death. Maximum concentration is required to
progress to the game’s final level.


Death Egg Zone
The final zone takes place aboard the Death Egg and


consists of two boss fights. The first is against Mecha Sonic,
who, as the name suggests, is ametallic version of Sonic,
which even has some of the samemoves. Defeat him and
the final challenge is against an enormous, screen-sized,


robot version of Dr. Robotnik. These two bosses aren’t by any
means themost difficult you’ll face in your ‘career’ as a
gamer, however, there are no rings in this zone and no


checkpoints. Get hit once and you’re back to the beginning
of the zone. Lose all your lives and its back to the beginning


of the game.
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If you have ever wondered what it would actually feel like to have
been Luke Skywalker at the end of Star Wars you need look no
further than Galaxy Force 2.


Okay so you may not be figh�ng your way through Empire forces
before blas�ng the exhaust port of the Death Star, but the
similari�es are certainly there.


You control TRY-Z, a starship tasked with destroying the evil Fourth
Empire (no rela�on, we assume) before it can take over the galaxy
– where have we heard that one before? It's a pre�y basic premise
but you don't need a War and Peace-length back story when
you're pumping coins into the arcade machine, eager for a taste of
explosive space combat.


Galaxy Force was massively popular fixture in Japanese arcade
halls in the late Eigh�es, before finding itself ported to various
consoles for our destruc�ve pleasure in the early Nine�es and it is
easy to see why it drummed up such a posi�ve response.


The player has to pilot their way through a variety of worlds,
gunning down anything that gets in the way. Obstacles range from
enemy ships and turrets, to missile launchers and robots. On some
levels even the environment is working against you, but you can
make quick work of trees and lava spouts with your auto fire or
some carefully deployed projec�les.


You must be careful to keep an eye on not only your shields, which
will be depleted by enemy fire, but your energy level as well –
once you run out of fuel it's game over, so there's a degree of
resource management to juggle as well. The difficulty scale is
adjustable but the challenge is a tough one no ma�er how easy
your se�ngs. The levels are pre�y long and once you're done
ba�ling enemies in the open world, you'll be confined to a tunnel
lined with turrets as you a�empt to penetrate the enemy fortress.
A�er some de� pilo�ng you'll be faced with the generator of that
par�cular stronghold which it has to be said is pre�y easily
dispatched.


The ac�on in Galaxy Force is non-stop and it is bloody good fun
tearing through the levels with your finger on the trigger. It's
certainly a game you can keep coming back to, especially if you
fancy having another go on a tougher difficulty.


It bears a pre�y strong resemblance to Space Harrier, another
great classic �tle, so it is a li�le disappoin�ng that there aren't any
bosses to speak of. Once you get to the generator that's it, which
feels a li�le an�climac�c as it doesn't give you any fight as you
unload your missiles into it. But that is a minor cri�cism of what is
a rip-roaring rail shooter.
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In issue 2 I was fairly confident in saying that the 8-Bit version of Sonic the Hedgehog was almost as good if not better than its 16-
bit counterpart. I’m not sure I can say the same about the sequel.


The trouble with Sonic 2 on the Game Gear and Master System comes down to its very first level. Underground Zone is perhaps
the most boring and monotonous zone in Sonic’s history. Sure, the music is catchy and the minecarts are something of a novelty but


it’s not an easy level and it’s very very ugly. The Boss is also infamously difficult to clear, especially on the Game Gear version
where the screen space is severely reduced. Underground Zone really kicks you down and serves as an unpleasant barrier to


what is for the most part a fairly pleasant game.


All of the zones in Sonic 2 are completely unique and do not make an appearance in any of the 16-bit titles. Sky High Zone is dark
and brooding and although as a kid I found the hang glider mechanic impossible to get to grips with, it’s nice feature when


revisited today. Out of the gloom comes the wonderful Aqua Lake Zone. Water Levels are never great in Sonic games, but Aqua
Lake gets a pass from me due to how beautiful the aesthetic is, it’s probably one of my favourite Sonic levels just for the


appearance alone.


Green Hills Zone is next, and players could be forgiven for thinking that a major programming error had occurred with the
development of Sonic 2 as this really should have been the first level, being a classic “Green Hill” kind of zone. The difficulty is


higher than you would expect for this kind of environment but it’s still a welcome break for the senses in what is generally a hard
and chaotic game. It’s worth paying attention to the music track in this level too as you may find it to be very familiar.


Moving on the game soon slides into the classic Sonic formula, presenting you with Gimmick Mountain Zone and Scrambled Egg
Zone. Both of which see the difficulty really peaking in an effort to drain lives before the final boss. Gimmick Mountain has a Scrap
Brain vibe and looks cool but cheap enemy placement, and an abundance of spikes makes it a slog. Scrambled Egg is a gorgeous


level with a rich atmosphere, but it oozes frustration through its use of confusing tubes that the player must navigate.


Completion of the game can happen in two ways. If you get to the end of Scrambled Egg Zone without all the Chaos Emeralds,
Silver Sonic (not Metal Sonic) will be your final showdown and you’ll get the bad ending. Grab all the Emeralds however, and you


will make your way to the Crystal Egg Zone to face Robotnik in the final showdown. It’s nice that Sonic 2 gives you something extra
to aim for but all in all it’s still a relatively short game. Skilled players could clear the whole thing in under an hour. Handy if your


Game Gear batteries are on their way out, I suppose!
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A castle and its inhabitants have been
mysteriously transported to a strange realm at
the crucial point of a ba�le between the
Duke's forces and a horde of goblins. This new
land is surrounded by impossibly tall cliffs and
inhabited by a bizarre mix of savage creatures
and unusual civilisa�ons, and above it all the
Eternal Sun throbs with a maddening red
light. Your task, adventurers, is to explore this
strange land and solve it's mysteries, while
finding allies for the Duke, but do not tarry,
for this accursed sun is having a strange effect
on our people, and some of them are
whispering of turning against you...


It's an interes�ng set-up, and if you were


si�ng around a table in a darkened
room and were presented with it by
an enthusias�c dungeon master
(preferably wearing some kind of
cowl), you'd likely be thoroughly
enthralled, but new players dropping
into Warriors of the Eternal Sun for
the first �me might find that the
slower pace and the menu driven
gameplay doesn't hold their
a�en�on. Having said that, there is
definitely an interes�ng adventure
to be had here, but be warned, it's
the sort of game that will gleefully
punish the unprepared.


There are three main modes of play;
explora�on, turn-based combat, and
dungeon-crawling. The explora�on
and turn-based combat use a
(somewhat janky) isometric view,
while the dungeon-crawling will
switch things up to a first-person
view. Interes�ngly, enemies met in
these first-person sec�ons will a�ack
you in real-�me, while ba�les that
unfold while exploring the map in
the isometric view will use a more
tradi�onal D&D turn-based style,
where players are able to carefully
plan their moves. It's an interes�ng
design choice that almost makes it
feel like two games in one, though
part of me wished they'd stuck to
one idea or the other for simplicity's
sake. The graphics are bright and
clear throughout, however, and both
the map sec�ons and the first-
person sec�ons are visually
impressive.


In fact, it's difficult to fault the
developers of Warriors of the
Eternal Sun at all. They've had a
really good crack at taking the
character crea�on, combat, detail
and freedom of D&D and squishing
it all onto a Mega Drive cartridge,
but in the end it doesn't quite live up
to its premise. The game is ini�ally
very confusing, even to a D&D
veteran, and there are other epic
adventures out there that, while
influenced in one way or another by
Gary Gygax's iconic crea�on, are
much be�er suited to our television
screens and game controllers.
Maybe in the future there will be a
game that will really be able to make
use of the Dungeons & Dragons rule-
set and become something truly
great (maybe it will be called, say …
Baldur's Gate?), but un�l then there
are more accessible op�ons out
there for your role-playing hit. S�ll
interested in solving the mystery of
the Eternal Sun? Only the most
pa�ent adventurers need apply.


Is it just me, or... ?


Alright, we need to talk about the isometric


view when exploring the map. Now, I've played


plenty of isometric games before, but


something about this one just throws me off.


Everything seems to be leaning the wrong way,


and it's almost as if the world is upside down


and you're being forced to look at it while being


suspended from
the ceiling. I know our heroes


have been transported to a strange and


disorienta�ng world, and maybe this was a


conscious decision to relay that feeling, but I


could do without the nausea, thanks.
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Worldof Illusion
Starring MickeyMouse


Donald Duck
Back in 1991, Disney icons Mickey Mouse and Donald Duck both starred in
their own popular and highly-rated Mega Drive titles, and now Sega are
bringing them together in a magical, cooperative adventure, hoping to
double the appeal of their previous hits. In World of Illusion, you can play
in single player mode or cooperatively with a pal, and depending on
which way you play, the route through the game changes significantly.
It's a great idea, and seems like a fool-proof way to improve on the
already fantastic Castle of Illusion and QuackShot titles, but is Disney's
mouse and duck combination better than the sum of its parts, or is it left
wanting in the areas that matter? Well, have no illusions, you're about to
find out.


The first things you'll likely notice about World of Illusion are the
wonderful aesthetics and sound design. The opening level, an enchanted
forest straight out of a magical fairy tale, is lush and beautifully realised,
with interesting enemy designs and large foreground elements that really
draw you into the world. The sound effects are pleasing and fit in with the
eerie, magical theme, and the music is great and instantly memorable.
This artistic flair is kept up throughout the entire game, with some
particular highlights including an aquatic level with a delightfully muted
colour palette and fascinatingly off-key music, and a foray into a
sparkling mine festooned with glittering spider-webs. Yes, the
development team have absolutely nailed the visual and audio aspects of
the game, but what about the all-important gameplay?


First of all, the game has a much slower pace than you might be used to.
If you're accustomed to zipping around as a certain hedgehog, you might
find World of Illusion very sedentary. This is clearly a conscious choice by
the developers, and cannot be classed as a downside, as it's really down to
personal preference. The slower pace gives players a chance to experience
the world, and makes for a more thoughtful, relaxing affair, rather than
a test of your twitch reactions. This also means that those odd occasions
where the pace does pick up a bit stand out more.


It's also a little easier to get through than you might be used to, with
health pickups spread generously around the levels, and hazards such as
instant-death drops being somewhat rare and easier to avoid thanks to
the slower pace. If you like a challenge then maybe look elsewhere, but if
you're more concerned with the longevity that a good, challenging game
provides, then this still might be worth your time. As mentioned above,
the game changes substantially depending on which character you
choose, with whole sections exclusive to one character or another, so there
is definite replay value to offset the ease with which you might get
through it.


The two-player cooperative mode is where World of Illusion really shines
though. Take on the levels with a friend and you'll notice that there is a
different route through the game again, with added sections where
players will have to work together to send ropes down for their
companions or launch them to higher platforms. Players can also 'attack'
other players with their magical cloak, causing them to become tangled
up and momentarily stunned. It's fairly harmless, but if you or your
buddy has a devious streak, there is plenty of opportunity for hilarity to
ensue.


The gameplay of World of Illusion is solid and the game is expertly
presented, it's not as quick or as tough as some of the other platformers
out there, but it's not trying to be. It's a game to be played on a winter's
evening in a comfy chair with a mug of hot chocolate by your side. Relax
and let yourself become immersed in a series of fantastical worlds, take
your time, and soak it all in … or you could play with a friend and try to
time catching them with your cloak attack just as they attempt to jump a
pit, thus sending them plummeting to their doom. Either way, you'll have
a lot of fun.
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From its opening level, where players take control of Kyle Reece in the war-torn,
hopeless future depicted in the famous film, Terminator for the Mega Drive looks
absolutely phenomenal, capturing the atmosphere of the movie beau�fully with
its art style and sheer graphical quality. The rubble-strewn landscape of sha�ered
buildings, the bleak, military-styled underground bunkers, the shining chrome of
the a�ack drones and the flashing warning lights ... the game just draws you in
incredibly well. Terminator gets everything right in the audio department, too.
The excellent rendi�on of the famous theme will give franchise fans shivers, and
the levels are accompanied by suitably bleak and off-beat synths, hos�le robot
sounds, and meaty explosions.


Ar�s�cally, then, this game is an absolute winner, but what about technically?
Are the controls and gameplay as smooth as a well-oiled, self-aware machine, or
are they as unpleasant and ill-fi�ng as Kyle Reece's dirty homeless-guy pants?
Well, the good news is that everything is solid and sa�sfying for the most part.
Reece wields a variety of sa�sfying firearms and grenades as he explores the
levels, and the developers have taken inspira�on from the movie to ensure that
each level consists of more than just running from le� to right while shoo�ng
everything that moves. For example, in the opening level players need to collect
explosives and infiltrate an enemy bunker, take out the security and enter the
�me machine before the place self-destructs. Later on, players will encounter
Sarah Connor in the iconic Tech Noir night club, and save her from the
approaching T1000. It feels very cinema�c, which is really what you want from a
movie �e-in.


It's not perfect, though. There's something off about the way Reece is able to
tank mul�ple rounds of incoming fire before he goes down, and certain enemies
(basic Terminators in the future, cops and thugs in the present day) can get very
repe��ve, but the game does such a good job of capturing the feel of the movie
that it's hard to let these li�le niggles distract from the fun you're having. It is
worth men�oning that the final encounter with the T1000 perhaps suffers due to
the developers' insistence on s�cking to the film's vision. Without saying too
much, it's a somewhat confusing encounter that tries to capture the last scenes
of the movie in a way that doesn't quite gel with the gameplay.


Once you've figured out what to do and where to go in each level the game is
fairly short too, but it's a visually impressive, atmospheric blast from beginning to
end. Fans of the Terminator film, and fans of side-scrolling shoot-em-up ac�on in
general, should definitely give this a look. Preserving the future of mankind in the
face of complete annihila�on at the cold metal hands of unfeeling, self-aware
machines has never been so much fun.


When first boo�ng up The Terminator
for the Game Gear, it ini�ally seems as
though the developers have done a
really good job of por�ng the
enjoyable Mega Drive version to Sega's
handheld. The graphics are clear and
the visuals really nail the atmosphere
as best as could be expected on the
Game Gear's hardware. The music is
suitably downbeat and has those
iconic Terminator synth-stylings, and
the gameplay is ini�ally very similar.
However, as we dig deeper we find
that the balance is off, and we're le�
with a game that is actually too
difficult and awkward to glean much
enjoyment from.


When using grenades Kyle Reece feels
en�rely unequipped to deal with the
enemies that the game throws at you
in numbers. Said grenades are


somewhat awkward to use, leading to
frustra�on when you toss one right
over the head of an enemy below you
on the stairs or misjudge the trajectory
as you're trying to take out incoming
explosives. Things get a li�le more
fulfilling once you stumble across that
handy automa�c rifle that happens to
be lying around, but enemies are s�ll
extremely quick to fire almost as soon
as they spawn at the edge of the
screen, and you'll find yourself taking a
lot of hits as you try to push through
the levels.


The game follows a more or less
similar route to its Mega Drive
contemporary, with the opening level
being set in the war-torn future of
machine-ruled Earth, and the second
level taking up the story from when
Mr. Reece goes back in �me to search
for Sarah Connor, but the layouts are
different and the objec�ves have been
changed slightly. It's more or less the
same game though, just harder and
more fiddly. If you really like to
challenge yourself and you're a fan of
the Terminator franchise then there is
enjoyment to be found here, but
otherwise there are more sa�sfying
and rewarding run 'n' gun pla�ormers
that are more worthy of your �me.
This one just feels like a bit of a grind.


If ever a screenshot just screamed 80's sci-fi, this is it.


The background layer in the underground bunker scrolls
separately, giving an impressive illusion of depth.


This is the first enemy you'll face. Try not to be in�midated
by it...


Red lights in underground bunkers are usually bad news.
This is no excep�on.


Wait, isn't he that guy out of... ?
Alright, The Terminator franchise is all about �me travel and messing with


�melines, so permit me to do that a li�le bit now and talk about Kyle
Reece actor Michael Biehn and his later roles in video games. The ruggedly
handsome star of such Hollywood classics as Terminator, Aliens, The Abyss


and Tombstone, appears in various scenes in Terminator for the Mega
Drive, but would also appear (uncredited) on the front cover of Metal Gear
for the MSX, making him the first person to ever portray Solid Snake, in a
way. He would later have some more “official” video game roles in the


likes of Command & Conquer: Tiberian Sun, Aliens: Colonial Marines and
Far Cry 3: Blood Dragon. At least two of those games are fantas�c as


well...


Some people say you should never look back, that you should
always keep your eyes firmly fixed on what's in front of you. If
you're one of the people who agrees with that then you're
probably reading the wrong magazine... and Atomic Runner is
definitely the game for you.


You best be damn good and ready to run in guns blazing
because there isn't much op�on to do anything else. You can
stand s�ll if you want, but there way too much crazy,
monstrous, robo�c crap flying at you to make that a feasible
op�on for very long. You've got mechanised henchmen, flying
skulls, horrific flying bird monsters and bosses that take up the
en�re screen to contend with, so strategy be damned. Just pick
up as much weird and wonderful weaponry as you can and just
start blas�ng your way through the stages.


You play as Chelnov, a man tasked with ba�ling the forces of the
Deathtarians who have killed your father and kidnapped your
sister. Luckily before he croaked, the old man gave you a power
suit with enough firepower built in to overthrow a small
country. As we all know, violence solves everything, so it is with
this suit and this arsenal that jus�ce will be doled out.


The gameplay of Atomic Runner is incredibly frene�c, there
really is never any �me to pause and enjoy the backgrounds or
music because there is always something flying at you. You can
shoot in every conceivable angle and the variety of projec�les
available to you is mental. It can be difficult to keep track of
everything going on and the controls take some prac�ce but if
you're a�er a run and gun that doesn't even let you blink –
you've found it.


ATOMIC
RUNNER
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Back in the early 1990s if I wasn’t riding my bike around the streets where I grew up, trying
to learn how to moonwalk in my bedroom, or playing ‘knocky, knocky, nine doors’ with my
friends, I would spend much of my �me down the coast feeding my 10 pence pieces into the
arcade machines. Final Fight, Teenage Mutant Hero Turtles (us Brits weren’t trusted with the
word ‘ninja’ by whoever policed the naming of children’s cartoons, as it was considered far
too violent), the Simpsons, and Golden Axe were my ‘go to’ arcades, however the Atari
arcades regularly grabbed my a�en�on (and my money) with their impressive 3D polygon
graphics and some real top quality simula�ons such as Hard Drivin’, Race Drivin’, Stun
Runner, and released in 1991 a helicopter combat game called Steel Talons. I was 11 at the
�me, and the opportunity to get hands on with a big, powerful, chopper proved too much to
resist. I slipped in my 10p and was immersed in a world where I was a pilot in the Steel
Talons, the army’s elite combat chopper unit, blowing up tanks, dodging and weaving to
avoid other aircra� in an elaborate game of cat and mouse, where one wrong manoeuvre
would see you blown from the sky, but making the right move at the right �me could see the
tables turns in an instant, with the hunted becoming the hunter.


The following year, in 1992, developers Tengen released a port of Steel Talons on the Mega
Drive, bravely tackling the challenging task of replica�ng the polygonal graphics approach of
the arcade simula�on on Sega’s 16-bit home console, without it appearing a near-unplayable
mess. Well, unfortunately, even the Mega Drive’s famous ‘blast processing’ couldn’t give the
Steel Talons the visuals everyone had hoped for. You can tell that Tengen really did their very
best, with the limited power of the hardware, to bring the look and feel of the arcade game
to the Mega Drive. They should be commended for even a�emp�ng to port Steel Talons in
the first place, for it was such a tall order, but the problems begin as soon as you press
‘Start’. The helicopter you’re pilo�ng as part of the elite Steel Talons, doesn’t really look like
a helicopter at all, it looks more like a big fish with wings and propellers swimming, slowly,
very slowly, through the sky. Backgrounds, mountains, bases, enemy tanks and aircra� are all
present. The levels are either set in a green, brown, or blue landscape, with the blue levels
clashing with the colour of your own helicopter, this, combined with mountains regularly
popping up seconds before you collide with them, means that you’ll crash. A lot.


S�ll, there’ve been countless games that didn’t look great, that s�ll play wonderfully,
perhaps the gameplay that made the arcade so popular could s�ll be retained beneath the
rough exterior?


Steel Talons gives you three modes to choose when you ini�ally begin, you have ‘Training’,
which sees you flying through rings, ‘Head to Head’ which pits you against the computer in a
one on one ba�le, or ‘Combat Mission’ which puts you into the arcade mode, across 12
levels.


The controls aren’t immediately apparent, but a quick flick through the instruc�on manual
spells it all out for you. ‘A’ fires missiles, ‘B’ is your gun, C combined with up or down raises
or lowers your al�tude, C plus le� or right, lets you strafe, and the ‘Start’ bu�on lets you
switch to cockpit (first person) view. If you get hit you lose fuel, you’ll also see ‘Refuel’ on
your HUD with a number next to it which is how many lives you have.


The controls, unfortunately, are really sluggish, not helped at all by how unbelievably slow
the game plays.


The sound is fairly unremarkable with some generic music on the �tle screen, and helicopter
rotor noises and explosions being the only real in game sounds, with the excep�on of
digitalised speech throughout the game, which is really good to be fair.


The game was reviewed very poorly when it was released, and understandably so, which is a
real shame. However, the good news for Mega Drive gamers is that in the same year there
was an excellent helicopter game released for the Mega Drive, obviously this wasn’t it, but
Desert Strike will have hopefully been the game picked up by those desperate for some high
quality chopper ac�on in their own bedroom.


1992 was a great year for the Mega Drive, with some phenomenal �tles being released, and I
truly hope no one reading this woke up on Christmas day and found this game under their
tree. Having been forced to play this game extensively to write this review, I can say I don’t
want to play this port of Steel Talons ever again. In fact, even though I’m 42 years old, I’d
rather go play knocky, knocky, nine doors around my estate than play this. I’d even willingly
knock on the door of the guy a few doors down who looks like he wants to kill me every �me
he sees me, and that’s even without me ringing his doorbell then running away to hide.
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BATMAN
We’ve been spoilt in recent years by some fantas�c superhero-focused
games, with the Spider-Man games on Sony PlaySta�on, and the brilliant
Arkham games, which centre on Gotham’s richest orphan; Bruce Wayne, or
rather his crime-figh�ng alter ego Batman. Another game based on Batman,
and more specifically the 1989 Tim Burton movie, is ‘Batman: The Video
Game’ that was produced by Sunso� and released on the Mega Drive in
1991.


Playing this in 2021, how does it compare to the Arkham games? Let’s take a
look.


The plot of the game follows the movie quite closely, that is the Joker is
running amok and it’s up to you to stop him over six stages, which primarily
take the form of a side-scrolling ac�on pla�ormer, with a dash of Batwing
and Batmobile ac�on to mix things up a bit.


The game starts out on the streets of Gotham City. It’s raining, its night �me
(of course it is, this is Gotham), and the Joker’s henchmen are everywhere.
The bad news for them is that you can literally complete this level by just
walking right, and mashing the punch bu�on repeatedly. This stage
culminates in a boss fight against the slowest moving boss in the history of
video games. It almost seems unfair to stand there and chuck a few
Batarangs off his face as he shuffles slowly towards you.


The next couple of stages aren’t dissimilar to the first, and see you visit the
Axis Chemical Factory, and then the Flugelheim Museum, which has
chandeliers constantly falling from the ceiling as if Grandad from Only Fools
and Horses is on the floor above you unscrewing the wrong one, repeatedly.


The fourth stage sees you back on the streets of Gotham, but you’re now
behind the wheel of the Batmobile and shoot a series of iden�cal purple
cars, and then a series of buses. Easy pickings for the Batmobile, although
some of these vehicles could be full of innocent people, perhaps, ironically,
on their way home from a night at the theatre, before Batman gleefully


blows them into a billion pieces. Fairly easy so far, but then a load of tanks
show up (as well as more purple cars and buses) before you face some kind
of mega tank at the end of the driving part. All these vehicles destroyed, our
caped crusader is back out onto the rainy streets of Gotham, to kick and
punch more nameless goons to death.


The penul�mate stage sees you in the skies over Gotham pilo�ng the
Batwing, before you face the final stage at the Cathedral, where Batman will
finally face off against the Joker.


Throughout the game you can clearly tell that you’re Batman, and the
Batmobile looks just like the one from the movie. The levels are typical gri�y
Gotham, however the level design is really repe��ve with not a lot of
varia�on in the background or enemy character models. The sound is
arguably the strongest aspect of the game, and despite it never going to
make it onto a list of best Mega Drive soundtracks, it suits the mood of the
game very well.


The gameplay is where things start to fall apart a bit as at no point playing
did I ever think “I’M BATMAN”. It’s all very repe��ve, and it’s fun for a
playthrough, especially if you’re a big fan of the Tim Burton movie, but this
isn’t a game you’re going to be returning to once you have sent the Joker to
his death.
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ALIEN 3
You know, there's nothing quite like being alone in a series of dark corridors and claustrophobic air vents, especially
while being hunted by relentless, unfeeling, perfectly evolved killing-machines. The developers behind Alien 3 for the
Mega Drive (the rather appropriately named Probe) are looking to give you the opportunity to have that experience, and


while many movie buffs will agree that this is where the film franchise started to go downhill, that doesn't necessarily
mean that the video game adaptation should be tarred with the same brush. So, hold still while we tightly envelope your
face and neck with our grasping, spider-like appendages and deposit the Sega Mania verdict directly into your throat. We


promise it won't hurt, at least not until it pops out later on...


Visually, the game very adequately captures the feel of the sprawling prison complex that serves as the primary setting.
The sprites are a little grainy, but they do the job and suit the grimy ambience. The xenomorph sprites specifically


really do look the part, but their movements are a little stiff, and lack the fluidity seen in their big-screen
counterparts. They explode in a satisfying spray of acid-blood and body parts though, and gunning down droves of the


blighters is a cathartic experience.


The gameplay mostly consists of exploring the large, multi-level stages looking for prisoners to save and blasting
xenomorphs as they leap at you from the floor, walls, ceilings and vents, all the while keeping an eye on that dreaded
timer. Controlling Ripley as she navigates the prison complex, climbing ladders and slipping through vents, is a tense,
entertaining and well-balanced experience. She feels powerful and deadly, but still vulnerable if you let your guard
down and get caught out, and this is how it should be. The xenomorphs, while numerous and relatively easy to dispatch,


are never reduced to mere cannon fodder, and will ruin your day if they catch you snoozing.


Get used to them though, as they're pretty much the only enemy you'll be facing throughout the game aside from the
occasional skittering face hugger. There are a couple of boss fights against a larger, acid-squirting variant of the
xenomorph, but in all honesty these are a little disappointing. They move around the arena with no regard as to the


location of the player, which means that if you can use the scenery to get behind them, you're free to just empty various
types of ammunition into them until they explode or eventually turn around.


There is a slight lack of variety in the environments too. It's understandable as the developers are trying to recreate
the action of the movie, but the various dimly lit corridors of the prison complex can get a bit repetitive after a while.
The only really substantial environment changes don't happen until much later in the game, when everything gets covered


in xenomorph goo and the developers bring out the spooky, purple lighting.


These are minor complaints, though, and Alien 3 for the Mega Drive is definitely a tense and challenging experience with
satisfying shooting and fun, exploration-based gameplay. The four weapon options are varied, and are all useful for


different circumstances that might crop up, and the inspired music and unusual sound effects add to the uneasy
atmosphere. As a result, there's plenty of visceral, chest-bursting fun to be had here, and fans of the franchise should


have a great time stepping into the shoes of one of the most legendary movie heroes of all time.


“In SPAce, nobody can hear you in space”
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It's easy to see the appeal of Taz as a character. He's grouchy and prone to lash
out, he only barely understands the world around him, and is mostly interested
in food and the acquisi�on and consump�on thereof. He's basically a walking
hangover. Most of us have been there, and this makes him a sympathe�c
character who is easy to root for. Developers Recrea�onal Brainware are giving
us the chance to play as the loveable dervish in this chao�c pla�ormer for the
Mega Drive and, fairly unsurprisingly, playing as Taz can be a fun and cathar�c
experience. It's not all yellow skies though, so let's head to a land that's way
under down under, and find out if Taz Mania is worth your hard-earned pocket
money.


At first glance the game is a fairly standard pla�ormer, with lots of references to
the cartoon to keep fans happy. The brief opening describes a mythical giant bird
that can lay eggs big enough to feed a family for months, and Taz heads off in
search of its rumoured loca�on with thoughts of a gigan�c omele�e in his head.
The graphics are bright and bold and match the style of the cartoon very well,
and Taz himself is full of personality and animated with all the mannerisms that
make him such a beloved character.


More importantly, though, the game has some interes�ng ideas that make it
stand out from the crowd. For starters, Taz can eat pre�y much anything he
finds, but not everything is good for him. Fish, chicken and water bo�les will give
Taz a health boost, but bombs, weedkiller and other such hazards aren't quite so
good for the metabolism. Taz will automa�cally eat many of the things that he
comes into contact with, so players will have to proceed carefully to ensure that
his appe�te doesn't get him into trouble. Hilariously, he'll also eat certain
enemies, which can be very sa�sfying, especially if the enemy has been causing
you trouble. Taz's signature spinning is another interes�ng mechanic. He can
destroy most enemies and projec�les while spinning around the levels, and can
gain extra distance on a tricky jump, but he will also knock helpful power-ups
away and is much more difficult to control, so cau�on is advised.


As you progress through the game you'll run into various bosses, most of which
are suscep�ble to a well-�med spin or jump a�ack, but they're entertaining
nonetheless. The developers have actually done a really good job of finding the
right balance between making Taz feel as powerful as he should be (he's an
absolute beast, a�er all) and giving the player some decent challenge. It results
in a fun experience that can only occasionally slip into frustra�on as you get to
grips with the mechanics. There is a good amount of variety to the levels as you
progress through the game, and new features and mechanics are introduced


If you're coming to the Game Gear version of Taz Mania a�er playing the
popular Mega Drive version, you'll certainly be in for a mild surprise. While
certain things remain constant, Taz Mania on the Game Gear (gaining the
sub�tle The Search for the Lost Seabirds) is not a straight-forward pla�ormer.
Instead you're given a series of levels which are en�rely composed of a single
gimmick. For example, the opening level sees Taz escaping a rolling boulder of
doom by carefully conserving energy and claiming pick-ups while steering clear
of obstacles, and the obligatory ice level consists en�rely of Taz sliding down a
slope on a piece of branch as you try to jump and spin to avoid colliding with the
scenery.


It's interes�ng, that's for sure, but each level just feels like a single set-piece in
what should be a larger pla�ormer, especially if you've played the Mega Drive
version and were expec�ng more of the same. What we're le� with is almost an
en�re game of set-piece memorisa�on and trial and error. There's no room for
strategy or explora�on, your progress relies en�rely on you ge�ng stuffed by
something and then having to remember it next �me around. There is some
more tradi�onal pla�orming later on in the game, but honestly, many players
are unlikely to get that far. This isn't to say that the game is bad because it's not
a pla�ormer, that would be a silly thing to say, but it just might not be what
you're a�er.


The visuals are pre�y good on the Game Gear, borrowing the art style and
colour pallet of the cartoon to decent effect. The Taz sprite is well done and
captures his personality even on the small screen. The music, however, appears
to have been composed by someone rolling their face along a keyboard, and the
sound effects, while actually a li�le less obnoxious than those of the Mega Drive
version, are s�ll somewhat gra�ng. If you have access to a Mega Drive, there is a
clear winner here between the two versions, but if you absolutely must play Taz
Mania on the go, then just be prepared for a more limited experience than you
might be expec�ng.


Thunder Force IV, bizarrely renamed Lightening Force: Quest for the Darkstar for release in the States (complete
with spellingmistake) is one of many horizontal-scrolling shooters of theMega Drive (back in the days, long before
‘SHMUPS’ was even a thing), and with somany to choose from, is this one you should pick up? The short answer is if


you’re a fan of this genre of game then yes, definitely, as this is the best game of its kind on the system.


Thunder Force IV was the third, and final Thunder Force game on theMega Drive, following, unsurprisingly the
second and third entry in the series, and took everything that made the third game so great, and improved upon it
further. Firstly all good shooters need a soundtrack fitting of the frantic action taking place on screen, and there is


no disappointment here, as themusic is fantastic from themoment you cartridge loads, and just gets better
throughout.


Graphically this is a real treat with huge boss sprites, different animations for the different weapons, and
wonderful backgrounds, if you can tear your eyes away from the intense, non-stop, action for long enough to really
appreciate them. There is a tiny bit of slow down every now and then, but given the amount happening on screen at
any one time and the limitations of theMega Drive it’s to be expected, and doesn’t detract from the enormous fun


you will have.


Thunder Force IV is a really hard game, and you will die a lot, but as is to be expected there are weapon power-ups
galore, and it’s easy to changeweaponwith a quick press of the C button. However, if (when) you die you lose the


weapon youwere using at that point, so it makes sense to save your best weapons for the boss fights.


I have fondmemories of renting this from Blockbuster Video and knowing absolutely nothing about it, but from the
moment that brilliant intro begins and the rockingmusic blasts out, I knew I’d done the right thing.


Thunder Force IV is amust play, and if you’re reading this as someonewho has never experienced this gem, then
go and give it a go right now. It isn’t a cheap game to pick up for theMega Drive these days, but if you own a
Nintendo Switch you can pick it up as part of their SEGA AGES range for the very reasonable price of £5.99.
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Spla�erhouse 2 is a side-scrolling beat ‘em up in which you play as Rick, a
parapsychology student who escaped West Mansion, the �tular ‘Spla�erhouse’, in the
first game thanks to donning the Terror Mask which provides him with super human
strength. However, the downside is that it causes him to have an insa�able thirst for


blood. Rick might have escaped but he was unable to save his beloved Jennifer who was
turned into a giant fanged monster in the first game, leaving Rick no op�on but to fight,


and kill her. She briefly returned to her human form and thanked him for saving her,
before then disintegra�ng.


Three months have passed, and Rick is having recurring nightmares where Jennifer
appears to him and begs him to save her. Given she turned into a toothy monster and
then he had no choice but to kill her, this is no surprise, and he should probably seek


professional help. Wait up, it turns out that this might be more than just a dream, as the
Terror Mask appears to him and tells him that he can save her, but he must return to the


Spla�erhouse.


The game is set across eight levels where Rick will have to fight his way through all
manner of nightmarish creatures, including Burned Deadmen, Boneworms, Screaming
Mimis, Razorfish, and Blood Puppets (a horrifying monster that is essen�ally a fetus
hanging from its umbilical cord). Harnessing the power of the Terror Mask you can


smash, splat, and explode these with your standard moves, which are punching, kicking,
flying kick, and sliding kick. As would be expected of a early 90s beat ‘em up there are


plenty of weapons to collect to help as you a�empt to save Jennifer, with lead pipes, leg
bones, bombs, shotguns, hedge trimmers, even zombies heads. Oh and a chainsaw.


Spla�erhouse 2’s unique selling point at the �me was the sheer amount of blood and
gore crammed into those eight levels, and there really are some stand out moments,
one early example is walking along what Rick described as a “foul river” filled with
Razorfish, where one well �med blow to an enemy will knock them into the water


accompanied by a scream, they’ll reach one arm above the surface in a desperate plea
for help, before being dragged below the surface to become a meal for the Razorfish.


The plot of Spla�erhouse 2 is really impressive for the �me, with not only a great
premise for this sequel, but the story drip fed throughout the game is really strong, and
ends on a cli�anger se�ng up Spla�erhouse 3. I know this game is 29 years old at the


�me of wri�ng, but I won’t spoil it for anyone wan�ng to play it a�er reading this review.


Much like West Mansion, there’s always something horrible just around the corner, and
with Spla�erhouse 2 that is the controls which can be very unresponsive, and the speed


that Rick moves at. He’s slower than the brain-obsessed zombies you’ll see shuffling
around the levels, and a fairly difficult game to begin with, becomes even more so, but


not by design.


The visuals are sorely lacking when compared to other games released in the same year.
Yes, Rick’s character sprite is large and some of his anima�ons, especially when he uses
weapons, o�en look really impressive, but the enemy sprites are pre�y basic, and the
backgrounds throughout the hellish levels are flat with no anima�on to bring them to
life (if you look at the backgrounds of the levels in Sonic 2 released the same year, and


it’s night and day, there’s really no comparison).


The music tries to ins�ll a real feeling of dread and horror to match what is happening
on screen, and the opening music does a decent job, but it’s all downhill from there.


Spla�erhouse 2 is definitely worth taking a look at, if only for the impressive storyline
and to experience what was considered, arguably, the goriest game on the system at the
�me. A password system means you can con�nue your progress, but unfortunately for
poor Jennifer, I doubt you’ll hang around the Spla�erhouse long enough to rescue here


from the evils that keep her there.


SPLATTERHOUSE 2
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If there’s one thing we love in
the UK it’s a novelty record and
in 1992 we were treated to a
number of video game-themed
examples, all of which took the
form of dance music as was
popular at the �me
(presumably as it appealed to
skateboarding kids fuelled on E
numbers.)


The most famous of these was a
dance version of the “Tetris”
music by Doctor Spin (actually
Andrew Lloyd Webber) in


October 1992 which spent 3 weeks in the UK Top 10 peaking at #8
and even appeared on Top of the Pops. A few weeks later the
Ambassadors of Funk Featuring M.C. Mario released
“Supermarioland” another dance/rap track based on the theme
tune of the game boy video game of the same name. This also
peaked at #8 in the UK Top 10 and came with an absurdly-90’s
music video which even at the �me was a bit rubbish/disturbing.
With these Nintendo-themed singles being so successful it was
inevitable Sega would want to show they could do what
Nintendon’t courtesy of H.W.A. (Hedgehog With A�tude!)
Featuring Sonic The Hedgehog.


“Supersonic” was released in the first week of December
(presumably to sort of coincide with the release of Sonic 2) and
entered the UK charts at #35. Produced in part by Jeremy Healy
(who would later go on to become a major staple of the “Superstar
DJ” scene in the mid to late 90’s) “Supersonic” is an upbeat dance
track which, aside from some robo�c and female vocals, contains
numerous classic sound effects from Sonic The Hedgehog (spin
dash, rings, jump spring etc) sprinkled throughout with the chorus
brilliantly incorpora�ng Masato Nakamura’s wonderful Green Hill
Zone music .Although following the same formula as the previous


Nintendo-themed records, “Supersonic” failed to see the same success
in the charts, peaking at just #33 a week later and dropping out
completely a�er 6
weeks.


There could be a
number of reasons
for this - there was no
accompanying music
video, the cover art
seemed a bit odd
when compared to
Nintendo’s efforts
(which used the same
box art as the games
they were based on)
and with the
worldwide/holiday promo�on of Sonic 2 being so massive, aside from a
few magazine ads, perhaps Sega were less willing to use �me/money/
resources to cater for such a niche market. Although the SEGA logo does
feature on the physical media, the fact Nakamura isn’t credited at all
would also suggest a lack of official interest. Finally perhaps it’s the song
itself which isn’t really iden�fiable as “Sonic” themed un�l the chorus
kicks in.


It’s a shame it turned out to be such a low-key affair, not least because
the single nobly states all of Sega’s proceeds from the single were
donated to the Nordoff-Robbins Music Therapy Center. Despite this, it
remains an interes�ng piece of obscure 90’s nostalgia and deserves its
place in history as one of the first pieces of music based on the Sonic the
Hedgehog series to be released commercially.


A couple of years later to coincide with the release of Sonic 3, Right Said
Fred would also release a Sonic-themed single “Wonderman”. I am not
making this up…


- Mark Allsworth
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KLAX


In the 1980’s, if you were caught whistling a Russian folk song on the bus, you would
have been arrested, interrogated, and burned alive inside a big wicker missile silo, as a
sacrifice to the gods of capitalism. At that �me, Alan Sugar, Scrooge McDuck, and the
head of Nestlé.


But this is the 90’s. The iron curtain has fallen, Tetris has invaded the west, and
Gameboy’s 8-bit rendi�on of Korobeiniki can be heard ringing out at every bus stop,
Li�le Chef, or abandoned missile silo across our green and pleasant land. The worst
thing that’s likely to happen to you now, is that you get that janky electronic music stuck
in your head, driving you slowly and steadily towards a mental breakdown that will
alienate your spouse and children, culmina�ng in a lonely death.


Tetris was such a cultural phenomenon; it spawned its own syndrome: The Tetris Effect.
A condi�on where prolonged play can pa�ern both the player’s dreams, and their
conscious thoughts. Some of us never fully recover. To this day, organising �me in my
diary feels like a game. If, by some miracle, I get everything to line up, a whole bloody
week disappears.


Naturally, Atari and Sega didn’t think that Nintendo should hold a monopoly on
psychological afflic�ons, so both took to the lab to create their own brain parasites. Klax
debuted in arcades in 1990, the same year as Columns was released for the Mega Drive.
Both games promoted a sense of grandeur in a hope to convince us that they will be the
puzzle game to take Tetris’ crown. Columns with its precious jewels, played by the
Greek gods themselves. Klax with its non-descript blocks falling against a background
of… wait… is that a casino car park? Oh Atari, you take me to all the nicest places!


At their core, the games are essen�ally the same. A never-ending cascade of blocks
descend upon your, ahem, ‘playing area’. You must guide them down and align them in
a manner which makes them disappear. When your playing area is filled with blocks: it’s
game over. Just like catholic school.


For nostalgia junkies, what sets these games apart from each other is as much the
feelings they evoke, as it is the nuances of their mechanics. I would find it hard to
believe that the music of Tetris on the Gameboy does not evoke some level of emo�onal
response to anyone who grew up in the 80’s and 90’s


Veteran Sega composer Tokuhiko Uwabo’s hypno�c score for Columns takes me right
back to Christmas ’92, and I s�ll love it to this day. It makes unique use of the Mega
Drive’s Yamaha sound chip, evoking a simultaneously soothing, hypno�c, and haun�ng
pomp.


Klax announces itself with gusto from the �tle screen. “It’s the nine�es and there’s �me
for Klax” we are told, as though the future will never be the same again. But as soon as
we’ve let him into the door, we discover this peacock has forgo�en his hard-on pills.
That’s the end of any a�empt to draw you in through presenta�on skills. There is no
music, just the repe��ve thud of tumbling blocks and a wet squelch as you shit them on
to the playing field below.


Only the occasional sampled crowd reac�on pierces the monotony of the seedy car
park. It seems Atari wanted to go for the dirty corner of the arcade feel, and they’ve
certainly delivered. I try to rouse enthusiasm for it by imagining it’s the end of Rocky V.
But then, I remember what a let-down that was the first �me around.


In the dingy corners of your local arcade, I could imagine Klax being a decent coin
swallower with a certain kind of Year 7 hard man who liked to pretend that it was a real
gambling machine, just because it seems so void of fun. By the �me it came to the
Mega Drive in 1992, it didn’t really find its market. For some reason, that didn’t seem to
be the type of environment people wanted to recreate at home.


Not to worry, Atari came armed with op�ons, lots of op�ons. Don’t like the car park?
Move to the giant disembodied hand, holding the playing area up to your face like a
massive crack pipe. Or if that doesn’t take your fancy: outer space. Because that’s
obviously the next logical step. Head to the op�ons screen, you can turn music on.
Head back to the op�ons screen shortly therea�er, to turn it swi�ly back off again. The
“music” here is li�le more than a singular sound-effect played on loop, to give gamers
that MK-Ultra/ Polybius vibe they’ve all been crying out for.


Klax briefly invaded my consciousness in the early nine�es, and I’ve had li�le cause to
think of it since. It’s fair to say I didn’t approach it with a lot of enthusiasm for this
review, and nor did it do much to endear itself to me when I started playing. The
difficulty ramp seemed too steep at first and the singular mechanic that defined it from
its compe��on, seemed somewhat flawed.


In Klax, you control a ‘paddle’ which moves le� and right across the bo�om of the
conveyor belt, to catch the �les as they fall, before deposi�ng them. You can stack up to
5 of these on the paddle at a �me, releasing them in the reverse order you received
them. Failure to collect a falling �le can lose you a life. Whilst this introduces a unique
gameplay element to the puzzle, giving expert players the chance to create superb
combos, the paddle doesn’t always seem as responsive as it should.


A successful puzzle game owes much of its longevity to the reac�veness of its controls.
When you fail, you need to feel that it was your slow reflexes or poor decision making.
In Klax, half the �me you’ll blame the collision detec�on. The game engine does not
feel as �ght as it needs to be for a high-score chasing puzzle game. This is a shame
because when you get past the uninspiring presenta�on, there’s actually a really good
game trying to be no�ced.


Klax offers you a range of challenges as you advance, that makes you feel more as
though you are progressing and learning different ways to play, than many other
puzzlers of the �me. Which is what lets it down so much, when you feel you’ve had a
cheap death. You could be cruising, guiding those blocks down in an almost zen-like
fashion. But one wrong move can make your gameplan come apart quicker than a leper
in a wind tunnel.


For all its miss-steps, there’s something about Klax that pulls you back in with that ‘just
one more go’ factor. Thankfully the game works with a con�nue system, so if your
controller survives your almost guaranteed tantrums, you have ten seconds to decide if
you want to con�nue your punishment from where you le� off. Those who do, will have
Klax slowly grow on them. Like a fungal infec�on.


In the two years it took to port Klax to the Mega Drive, Columns joined Super Hang-On
and World Cup Italia ’90 on the first Mega Games 3-in-1 cartridge, which was regularly
bundled with the console from Christmas ’92 onwards. With so many copies s�ll out
there, you can pick one up for less than a fiver. Klax will set you back around £15 today,
so if you only have room for one puzzle game in your collec�on, the former would be
your wisest choice.


What could be cooler to a Nine�es kid than
jumping straight into a video game and taking
real control of a character in a pixelated
world? Mee�ng the Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles and becoming a Power Ranger are
probably up there, but the list isn't exactly
endless. And with Leonardo and the gang
confined to the sewers and Zordon unlikely to
hit up our landlines we should probably
remain pre�y realis�c.


Enter Kid Chameleon, a suave, sunglasses-
wearing dude, capable of taking on the form
of all sorts of weird and wonderful avatars and
charging, blas�ng or flying his way through a
wide variety of levels. And so he should. A
boss is influencing the real world and
abduc�ng kids from the arcade hall. So it's up
to us to take him down and save the day.


Kid Chameleon is an absolute dream to
pla�ormer fans. It has everything. Fast
movement, colourful stages, a cool
soundtrack and asmany power-ups as you can
shake a big s�ck at. You will find yourself as a
berserker smashing your way through blocks
and enemies one moment and as a Jason
Voorhees-inspired sprite hurling axes at
dragons the next. The game is an absolute
blast to play, with just the right amount of
challenge and a pre�y forgiving health bar.
You start out totally powerless, save for a
jump which can kill some enemies, but it isn't
long before you find pickups which arm you
with a samurai sword, a ray gun or even a
tank. Each of these have their own hit points
which are added to your original form, so you
can take a few hits before you need to worry
too much.


There is a wonderfully frene�c pace to Kid
Chameleon but it's not so fast as to feel out of
control. You can take the levels slow savouring
every kill and finding every secret – there are
many! Or, once you've mapped the stages a
bit in your mind it's easily possible to whiz
through them as fast as you can to try and get
a high score at the end.


The game never really gets stale, there are
numerous opportuni�es per stage to find a
new power up to use and the enemies are
deligh�ully diverse and range from dragons
and spi�ng slimes, to falling skulls and
monsters made of lava. Even the levels are
varied, you've got your standard get-to-the-
end side scroller, the more labyrinthine
puzzles, a wall of spikes chasing you from the
le� side of the screen and several boss fights.


With high scores to beat, hidden parts to find
and a lot of fun to be had, Kid Chameleon is an
incredibly exci�ng game and well worth
checking out.
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Here in the early-nine�es a Disney license slapped onto a game is generally
a sure sign of quality. You only have to look at the likes of Castle of Illusion,
QuackShot and World of Illusion (which is reviewed elsewhere in this issue)
as proof. Unfortunately, though, I'm here to tell you that there is a glaring
excep�on to that rule. TaleSpin for the Mega Drive is absolutely bang
average, at best.


TaleSpin, if you didn't know, is a Disney cartoon that features characters
from the Jungle Book movie reimagined as various anthropomorphic
personali�es in and around an air cargo freight business. Baloo, King Louie
and Shere Khan all make appearances, alongside many other characters
that were created specifically for the series. You'll spend most of your �me
in this video game spin-off playing as either Baloo or Kit, the la�er being
one of TaleSpin's aforemen�oned original characters.


In the game, the characters are trying to win a contract with the city of
Cape Suze�e, and face off against corporate criminal Shere Khan's hired air
pirates in a race to collect cargo in various loca�ons around the world. For
the player, this translates to lots of searching for crates through a series of
sprawling and somewhat confusing levels as you use Baloo's paddle ball or
Kit's slingshot to bop air pirates and endanger local wildlife. There are also
a�empts to change things up with side-scrolling shoot-em-up interludes
and boss fights against air pirate boss Don Karnage and his more formidable
henchmen, but these interrup�ons don't tend to add much to the overall
experience.


Visually, the game is as bland as unbu�ered toast. It has a dull, muddy
colour pale�e throughout, and o�en presents the player with vast walls of
repeated textures stretched across the screen. The sprites suffer from the
same muddiness as the levels, and lack the personality we've come to
expect from a Disney spin-off. The shoot-em-up sec�ons at least are a li�le
brighter and more visually appealing, and it's fun to watch the pilots
parachute out from their exploding planes in typical, family-friendly Disney
fashion, but it's not enough to save the game from aesthe�c mediocrity.


The average-ness con�nues in the gameplay department. The pla�orming
controls are �ght and responsive, but neither Baloo's paddle ball nor Kit's
slingshot feel sa�sfying to use. The level design comes across as uninspired
and the enemies seem sprinkled about randomly. The music could be worse
(see Taz Mania elsewhere in this issue) but gets repe��ve, and certain
sound effects seem muted and out of place. The crate-finding mechanic
does offer a certain amount of fun and challenge for players who are
par�cularly fond of exploring and collec�ng items, and despite the
muddiness of the visuals the game does have a subtle cheery brightness
that is somewhat charming. However, unfortunately for TaleSpin, if you're in
the mood for a Disney-licensed pla�ormer there is an embarrassment of
riches out there already, and this par�cular offering is way down the list.


I dis�nctly remember being about 6 years old and watching my best friend from
primary school playing Bart vs The Space Mutants at his house.


It's a funny memory. I'm a huge fan of The Simpsons to the point where it's actually
most of my personality and humour, but at that age, although I knew who Bart was, I'm
not sure I really grasped the cultural phenomenon the show was. I just remember my
pal Mike ge�ng to the part of the first level where you ride a skateboard for a bit and
then ge�ng stuck. We kept playing that same part over and over hoping for different
results, as so many young gamers of a certain genera�on do and then just ge�ng bored
and doing something else.


So how, I wondered, would the 33-year-old me fare when experiencing this game again
more than two decades later with so much more experience under my belt?


The answer is that it was about the same quite honestly.


Bart vs The Space Mutants is maddeningly tricky and any fun you do have quickly gives
way to frustra�on thanks to some tricky jumps and clunky controls.


You control Bart and must ba�le your way through several areas of Springfield and
wage something of a cold war with the invading aliens. It's not just a case of killing
them, you've got to wreck their plans which, for reasons best known to the game
developers, comprise of turning items purple or stealing people's hats.


It's cool to see recognisable loca�ons from the show such as Moe's Tavern, the
Springfield Mall and the good old Nucleon Plant, but this would be an instantly
forge�able experience were it not connected to the Simpsons franchise. The gameplay
is pre�y boring with nothing to fight with un�l the end of each level where you face a
mini boss like the Babysi�er Bandit or Sideshow Bob and that's even if you get that far.
Bart is a li�le difficult to control and the levels tediously difficult.
There are some cool hidden secrets – you can prank call Moe from outside his bar and
collect pickups which will make a member of the Simpsons family appear to help you
out at the end of the level – but the game is very easy to get fed up of in a hurry.


Did I men�on that one of the levels is just you knocking people's hats off? Eat my
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Road Rash 2 might actually the best game I've played since we started the magazine. It's
simple enough – you start at the back of a pack of 14 other racers and try and speed your
way to the front before the level ends. As with most racing games of the era, the order of
the racers is pre�y much predetermined and you won't catch the people in posi�ons 1 and
2 before the level is nearly over. But this makes for an exhilara�ng race against the clock
style game which I found hopelessly addic�ve.


To add to the fun - and to work out some of the two-wheeled prejudices I've developed
over the years – you can feed your opponents a knuckle sandwich if you can get alongside
them. With enough hits you can disable their bike and send them flying off the side of the
road. The further up the pack you get, the higher your chances of stealing a cudgel or a
chain from one of the more advance riders. These weapons give you a difficult choice,
because you might prefer to ba�er your opponents rather than get to the finish line.


The controls are smooth and responsive and that's before you even make enough money
through racing to upgrade your bike. The music is very jaunty, there are a variety of levels
to keep things fresh and there are also numerous challenges to avoid. Your opponents hit
back, you have to avoid oncoming cars and animals and it's even possible to be busted by
the police if you crash while an officer is chasing you.


Road Rash 2 is easy to pick up and play. It's an incredibly simple game but one that will
soon have you hooked.







Pu�ng a friend in an impromptu choke-hold in the school playground,
jumping from the top of the bunk-bed with a flying elbow onto a stricken
sibling, suplexing the loyal and undeserving family dog onto the sofa,
despite the World Wrestling Federa�on's advice to not try these things at
home, we've all indulged in some amateur wrestling moves from �me to
�me. The good news is, WWF Super WrestleMania for the Mega Drive
gives Sega fans the opportunity to try all these things at home without
the risk of debilita�ng injury, and you can play as some of the biggest
names in wrestling history too. Is there enough fun and content here to
sa�sfy even the most hyperac�ve wrestling fan? Or will you be back to
pu�ng your kid sister in the camel clutch before long? Let's have a look at
the Mega Drive's foremost wrestling offering and see if it's a classic for
the ages or just a forge�able squash match on the pre-show.


The game opens with a suitable rock 'n' roll theme and a nice s�ll of the
Hulkster tearing his shirt off, which is sure to get the average 90's
wrestling fan hyped up for a good brawl. Once a game mode is selected
the players choose their wrestler and are dropped straight into the match.
Unfortunately, the developers weren't able to squeeze flashy entrances
and wrestler theme music onto the cartridge, but for each match we are
treated to a nice likeness of Howard Finkel introducing the compe�tors.
The wrestler likenesses are a mixed bag though. Ted DiBiase, for example,
looks really lifelike, but the Shawn Michaels sprite lacks that certain
something that makes the Heartbreak Kid unique. All of the wrestlers are
the same height as well, so if the aforemen�oned Shawn Michaels being


the same height as Hulk Hogan is something that might bug you, you should
probably steer clear.


The graphics are bright and capture the feel of WWF television very well, the
crowd looks good, and there are ringside commentators and a full ac�ve
referee present to help build that immersion. When wrestlers perform moves
on each other the anima�ons are excellent and really fluid. The animators
have clearly studied the movements of top professional wrestlers to get
these just right. The drop kick anima�on especially is an absolute beauty.
Once the ini�al rock songs fade out and the match begins, the crowd noise is
kind of bland though, and sounds a li�le like a handful of peas rolling around
inside a metal bucket. The grunts and bells and sounds of bodies hi�ng the
canvas are all adequate, however, but part of me wishes the developers had
added a nice accompanying rock track in the background or something just to
make things feel a li�le more alive.


The roster of wrestlers to play as seems small and slightly odd. While Hogan,
Savage and Warrior are all present, there are some big names missing, and
instead we get the likes of IRS and Papa Shango. Cool, but not world
champion material. Interes�ngly, on the other side of the great divide our
SNES-owning pals are able to play as the Undertaker, Jake 'the Snake' Roberts
and a few others that didn't make the Mega Drive game. However, they in
turn are missing out on the likes of the Ul�mate Warrior and the Bri�sh
Bulldog, who us Mega Drive fans get to play as. In fact, the only wrestlers that
star in both games are Hogan, Savage and DiBiase. It seems like a strange
decision to make, cu�ng off fans from their favourite wrestling stars
depending on what console they chose, but here we are. Even with the
rosters from the two games combined there are s�ll some big names missing
anyway. Where's Bret Hart? What about Yokozuna? Big Boss Man? Mr.
Perfect? Sgt. Slaughter? Bam Bam Bigelow? The list of MIA superstars goes
on.


S�ll, if you're a fan of 90's wrestling (and who isn't? - FFS - Tim) there is a lot
of fun to be had here, even if it o�en takes the form of the bu�on-
hammering variety. The gameplay is �ght, the visuals are lively, the
anima�ons are beau�ful, and there are a few different game modes to spice
things up a bit. The game does lack in certain areas, namely roster size, crowd
sound and content, but if you're the kind of person who looks on starry-eyed
as the Hulkster hits that famous leg drop, you're not going to care too much,
and if you've got a friend or sibling to play with, you'll have even more fun.
Just remember to make sure they've let go of the controller when you give
them that surprise German suplex from behind, or the cable will yank the
Mega Drive right out from under the TV. You wouldn't want to injure your
Mega Drive, would you?
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HULKHOGAN


Irwin R. Schyster


MachoManRandy Savage


Papa Shango


ShawnMichaels


TedDiBiase


The British Bulldog


TheUltimateWarrior


The most iconic wrestler of all time and a real American. When
you're at the top for as long as old Terry was, you better believe
he's going to fight to stay there. So, you want to beat the Hulkster
clean for the WWF Championship? “That doesn't work for me,


brother.”


Slim Jim enthusiast Randy Savage was a master in the ring and
something of a hot-head behind the scenes. He had some of the
greatest matches of all time, and even released a rap album in
later life. Not bad for a guy who's real name was Randall Poffo.


Scary voodoo priest Papa Shango would later use his dark mojo
powers to transform into a 'shoot' MMA fighter. After a few more
transformations he would eventually go on to change into his final


form, a 'shoot' strip club operator. Pimpin' ain't easy, man!


The Heartbreak Kid was known for being one of the greatest
'workers' of all time, and also a really nice guy who was always
professional and easy to work with. No wait, that's what he's like


nowadays, back then he was, by most accounts, a horrible little ****.


One of the most iconic superstars to have never officially won
the WWF Championship, the Million Dollar Man's henchmen


included the likes of Andre the Giant, Undertaker, and even the
Ringmaster, who would go on to become … you know what,


why not google it?


Englishman Davey Boy Smith was pound for pound one of the
strongest to ever step in the ring. Perhaps best known nowadays for
being carried by Bret Hart to one of the greatest matches of all time


at SummerSlam '92, despite being (allegedly) high as a kite.


A bodybuilder first and a wrestler second, the Ultimate Warrior
mesmerised kids with his energy and nonsensical promos about


rocket ships, forcefields and … destrucity? He lived the gimmick so
hard, he legally changed his name to Warrior!


Former tax collector turned wrestler Irwin R. Schyster (IRS,
get it?) liked to berate fans for being tax cheats. One wonders
about how he brings up his children, as one of his sons would
eventually become a swamp-dwelling cult leader/monster


clown.
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“This is my house, I have to defend it.”


Home Alone is my favourite Christmas film, followed closely
by the sequel which is exactly the same film but set in New
York. I’m sure you’ve seen it (if you haven’t, put this magazine
down RIGHT NOW and go and watch it. I don’t care if you’re
reading this in the middle of August, go do it now! Come back
when it’s finished) but for those who for some inexplicable
reason haven’t, this Christmas classic focuses on Kevin
McAllister, who lives in an enormous house, has far too many
brothers and sisters, and the worst parents on earth as they
go away on holiday to France and forget to take him, hence
the �tle. Poor Kevin is le� to fend for himself, and unluckily for
him the Wet Bandits are opera�ng in the area, and have
targeted the mansion that young Kevin calls home. Hilarity
ensues as Kevin a�empts to murder the Wet Bandits as they
chase him around his home. However, they are thwarted �me
and �me again as Kevin maims, burns, and tortures them
repeatedly. Brilliant fes�ve fun for all the family.


So, when I heard there was a game coming out in 1992 for my
Mega Drive (and a Game Gear version which was the same,
just shrunk down), I was beyond excited. One of my friends


got it, so my brother and I headed to theirs, and the three of
us huddled around their 14” telly and fired it up.


This game should have been great. It wasn’t completely
faithful to the film, however the idea was brilliant. You are
Kevin and you have to defend your own home, and four others
in the neighbourhood, from the Wet Bandits. There is a
countdown �mer, which differs depending on which difficulty
level you select (20 minutes on beginning difficulty, and 40
minutes on expert mode) and it counts down how long Kevin
has to defend those houses for before the police arrive.


You can plant traps using a map of the house, which adds
some real strategy to proceedings, and collect objects from


around the houses, which can be combined to make weapons.
If Kevin has some balloons, some pepper, and a can, you can
create a pepper mortar. If you have a hair dryer, balloons and
a snowball, you can make a snowball bazooka (which turns the
Wet Bandits into snowmen when shot).


As the Wet Bandits a�empt to rob each house you need to get
their pain metre maxed before they take all the loot, as if they
do then you haven’t saved all the homes and can’t get the
‘good’ ending. You travel between houses on some kind of


rocket powered sled, which is a lot of fun to steer around in
the slippery snow, but isn’t at all faithful to the movie.


I said earlier this game should have been great, as sadly it isn’t
the game it could have been. The story which could have fairly
easily have been included, is completely non-existent. The
story of the game is that there are some burglars and you
must stop them. The Wet Bandits say nothing at all, if they
catch you, they hang you on a hook then go back to robbing.
There’s not even the slightest sugges�on that Harry wants to
“bite off every one of these li�le fingers, one by one”. Such a
wasted opportunity.


The iconic John Williams soundtrack isn’t present which is a
real shame, and the music we do get it mostly poor. The
graphics are decent, with some really good anima�ons when
you shoot the Wet Bandits with one of your weapons.


Give it a look this Christmas, but if you find Home Alone in
your stocking there’s every chance you’re being punished for
being naughty.
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So, if Monster World was so peaceful before the monsters attacked then why was it called
Monster World, eh? Riddle me that. Obviously, there is some kind of grand, ancient
conspiracy going on here where Monster World was doomed right from the start, probably
due to some meddling deity or unavoidable thread of destiny. Player character Shion doesn't
concern himself with any of that, though. When the Fairy Queen Eleanora requests his help,
he steps right up and vows to beat the invading monsters right out of Monster World and
bring back peace to the land, regardless of its odd naming conventions. It's a simple setup
for what is soon revealed to be a rather complex journey. This is no straight forward action-


platformer, and Wonder Boy in Monster World is an attractive prospect for gamers hoping to
get their teeth into a substantial bit of adventuring.


It gives a great first impression. The graphics are clear, crisp and colourful, and the
adorably squashed character and enemy sprites are brimming with personality. As you
progress further into the game, you'll also notice that there is a lot of variety in the locations
you'll explore, and whether you're delving through a narrow cave system or traversing wide


open plains the stylised visuals do a good job of nailing the atmosphere. The tunes are
pleasant and fairly memorable too, and the sound effects suit the feel of the game.


Importantly, the gameplay is pretty tight too. Shion is a little slippery at times, which will lead
to you taking damage off of even the most basic enemies until you get used to timing your
sword slashes, but you'll master it with a little perseverance. The overall structure of the
game really adds to that sense of embarking on an adventure. Defeated enemies drop gold
(not sure where those squids and crabs keep their purses to be honest) which you can use to


save your game at inns or purchase new equipment. As you upgrade your gear and find
pickups that increase your total health, you'll find that you're able to take on more difficult
enemies and tackle the more advanced levels. The game does a great job of giving the player
that sense of progression and achievement as previously difficult enemies become little more
than fodder. It's a good feeling.


The game has lots of nice touches and is a delight to explore. It's fun to talk to NPCs and pick
up clues as to where to go next, and it's satisfying to go out hunting monsters for those last


few gold coins you need to buy a better suit of armour. Also, the graphical effect that plays
as you move through a door into a house or shop is really satisfying. It's easy to recommend
Wonder Boy in Monster World to anyone who is looking to get stuck in to a good-sized
adventure. It's bright and colourful, well-made and well-presented, and is a decent challenge
that doesn't feel unfair. You'd do well to bring a pen and paper though, as it gets pretty
difficult to remember which door goes where as the game world opens up a bit, but that's a
very minor complaint. Overall, this is a feel-good adventure that proves that sometimes all
you need is a sword, a magical land, and some monsters to slay.


Wonder boy
In Monster World


A Brief History of Monster World
Alright, so Wonder Boy in Monster World is the fifth game in the Wonder Boy series, but the
third game in the Monster World series. In Japan, Wonder Boy in Monster World is known as
Wonder Boy V: Monster World III. The other Wonder Boy games in the Monster World series
are Wonder Boy in Monster Land (known as Super Wonder Boy: Monster World in Japan) and
Wonder Boy III: The Dragon's Trap (known as Monster World II: Dragon no Wana in Japan).


Have you got all that? Nope, me neither.


When the home conversion of the 1989 arcade smash Zero Wing hit the Mega Drive, there was li�le
sugges�on it would remain in the zeitgeist of popular culture some thirty years later. Of course, as is o�en
the case with these things, the game is now remembered for what it did wrong, and not what it got right.
The tragically awful English transla�ons from the original Japanese, such as “Someone set us up the bomb”
and the infamous “All your base are belong to us” have inspired genera�ons of memes, GIFs, techno dance
tracks, and once in the early days of Youtube, was even used as a temporary maintenance screen, leading
to concerns the site had been hacked.


The game itself is your standard sci-fi side-scrolling shoot-em-up affair (say that quickly three �mes), in the
tradi�on of Defender. You pilot the ZIG space cra� on a one-ship mission to defeat the alien cyborg CATS
and liberate earth. Typically, a host of weapon power-ups and upgrades are available in abundance
throughout each level to assist you in your task. However, it’s the ‘Seizer Beam’ which adds a unique
gameplay twist to differen�ate it from the compe��on. This tractor beam can pull in and hold smaller
enemy cra� to use as either a shield against incoming fire or can be fired across the screen, as an
addi�onal projec�le weapon.


The cra� and enemy sprites are charmingly designed and glide smoothly across the screen with no
no�ceable slowdown or flickering. Which is just as well considering the sudden difficulty spike that is
synonymous with the genre. Deaths will come faster than a Sonic speedrun, but with persistence and
repe��on, you will find yourself able to advance just that li�le bit further each �me, encouraging you to
return �me and again.


Sadly, the backgrounds are largely flat and uninspiring. The use of a single background layer may have
been a technical necessity to help the hardware push so many sprites without impediment, but the lack of
diversity, detail and colour feels like a bit of a cop out. The same can also be said for the music and sound
effects. Whilst undoubtedly technically sound, it feels the developers sold Sega’s console just a tad short,
which is a shame considering how much they got right. A CIB copy is likely to set you back upwards of £50.
If this is your type of game, pick up a copy and heed CATS’ immortal words: “You have no chance to survive
make your �me.” Chilling.
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Do you remember being a kid, happily playing the latest pla�ormer, when your Uncle Wayne would burst into
your room, call you a big ponce for playing computer games, and that if you wanted to be a real man like him,
you’d join the army and fight for your country? Then he wouldn’t stop going on about it un�l you turned off
your game and plugged in EA’s Desert Strike: Return to the Gulf, cranked the volume up to 11, and sat back un�l
Wayney Boy had a full PTSD breakdown over the brutally realis�c depic�on of Persian Gulf combat, and would
run out of the room screaming as you shouted a�er him “Don’t f--- with the blast processing” and also “your
wife shagged the milkman”.


Do you remember that? Of course you do. Everyone has a story like that. Well that was a long �me ago now.
Wayne is back in rehab, and it’s �me to blow the dust out of the cartridge and see if Desert Strike s�ll holds the
same impact as it did, when it debuted on home consoles in ’92.


From the moment you plug it in, one thing becomes apparent: Desert Strike is s�ll undeniably ‘cool’. Okay,
“cool” may teeter across morally ambiguous territory when you consider it was only released a year a�er the
First Gulf War, but thankfully we’re here to play the classics, not to guide your moral compass.


The game starts with a cutscene, telling us why we’re delivering freedom to this par�cular desert landscape at
helicopter gunpoint. General Kilbaba has invaded and conquered a neighbouring country and it’s our job to


take him out. Ac�on takes place across four nonlinear levels, each essen�ally the same isometric costal terrain, albeit dressed differently, and shaded to represent different
�mes of day.


Depart your frigate, head inland and arm your weapons. Confront enemy soldiers, an�-aircra� guns, and a range of military vehicles as you destroy enemy infrastructure,
capture terrorist leaders, and rescue missing personnel.


Your Apache (modified with a Comanche tail for extra coolness) is armed with a limited supply of Hellfire missiles, Hydra rockets, and a standard 30mm bullets for your M230
chain gun. The more powerful the weapon, the fewer can be carried, lending strategic choices to enemy engagement. Fuel is also in limited supply.


Replenish stocks by hovering over crates and winching them up in the same way you can save or capture troops and civilians. Your cra� can carry up to six passengers at a �me.
Head to the landing zone just off the beachhead and hand them over to other members of your unit.


Desert Strike is as fun now to play now as it ever was. The freedom to tackle objec�ves in whatever order you see fit keeps repeated playthroughs fresh and interes�ng.
However, the same problems which irked back in the day con�nue to frustrate to this day. The targe�ng system is, quite literally, hit and miss at �mes. O�en you will find
yourself taking on a lot more damage than you should when facing enemy combatants as your guns struggle to acquire the target that’s right in front of you.


Minor annoyances aside, Desert Strike offers enough to keep you coming back for one more mission. Pilo�ng your helicopter over the map is s�ll a joy. There are three
different control systems to choose from. The axis can be altered so your d-pad guides the gunship either from above, from the cockpit, or with momentum. The la�er being
the default se�ng and whilst arguably being the most tricky to handle, is undoubtedly the most enjoyable. Zeroing in on targets as you glide across the map as swing your
helicopter around feels like an absolute joy.


Despite having only 4 levels, there is enough game in there to give expert players a good few hours of ac�on. To the casual gamer, there are few �tles that are as quick, easy
and fun to pick up and play for a quick blast around the middle east. Or if that idea gets your moral compass swinging in the wrong direc�on: you can just pretend it’s Dawlish
Warren you’re a�acking. The Mos Eisley of England, as it’s also known.


Complete your objec�ves and you’ll be rewarded with a 16-bit rendi�on of Hail to the Chief and a photo op outside The White House with George and Barbara Bush and their
Springer Spaniel, Mildred. They must really hate tacky Bri�sh seaside towns and their commitment to destroying them with extreme prejudice must be applauded.


Desert Strike was developed for the Mega Drive and later ported to the compe��on. Despite having to wait longer, SNES owners were palmed off with a cutdown conversion.
In the opening scenes on Nintendo, you see the terrorists holding prisoners in a cage. On Sega’s glorious console, you get to see them slowly drown their cap�ves. We even get
an extra two frames of anima�on to show the General slapping his subordinate. Nintendo fans must s�ll be reeling from this snub now.


A complete in box copy will set you back less than a tenner. So why not strap on your lucky killing boots, s�ck on Ride of the Valkyries and FaceTime Uncle Wayne from
whichever holding cell or crack den he’s in this week? It’s �me to return to the gulf.
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Rumour has it, the early days of EA were much akin to the last days of
Rome. When they weren’t reverse engineering Sega’s hardware,
confusing us with their abstract cartridges, and plo�ng towards a
tyrannical dystopian dictatorship, they were up all night on cherryade
benders, watching their worn Scotch VHS copies of Airwolf and Blue
Thunder on repeat, and dry humping each other’s legs, like the dogs
they are.


Arriving in the same year as Desert Strike, EA scratched their itch for
blowing shit up in helicopters from another angle with LHX A�ack
Chopper. This �me, their fe�sh manifested in full, glorious 3D. Select
from an astonishing 11 different viewpoints, one or two of which are
actually useable, as you navigate this cold war wet dream fight for
democracy across three con�nents.


Double the fun by coun�ng both the frames per second, and polygons rendered on screen, at the same �me as
your Mega Drive screams “I cannae do it, captain” at you in despera�on. Hop into the �tular a�ack chopper or the
classic Apache and you’ll either be appalled at the horrid tricks your beloved console is being made to perform for
EA’s pleasure, or you’ll be entranced at just how well it performs tasks it was not built for.


If you’re of the former persuasion, then god be with you, be on your way. If you’re a sick puppy like the rest of us:
lock and load. It’s a big, flat world out there. Don’t forget to take Hellfire. Those who can embrace the
technological feat will find a game that offers li�le variety in terms of gameplay (go… blow that thing up, then go
over there…) but lots, in terms of what the mission, map and enemy layout is (assisted by random genera�on).
Recruit a second player and divide responsibili�es between pilot and gunner.


Making the most out of the superior CPU speed, LHX performs works well on the hardware, achieving
performance would be nigh on impossible on the SNES without the use of addi�onal chips. There’s even the
occasional rush of blood when the ac�on hots up. The journey home, low on ammo, a�er destroying your primary
target, can become par�cularly hairy. Some will love this game; most will find it a li�le more than a curiosity. A
boxed cartridge will set you back about the same price as a kink session with your dad, or a medium la�e at
Starbucks. So why don’t you find out which way you lean for yourself, and stop ge�ng us to do he heavy li�ing?







THE GOSPEL
ACCORDING TO
IAN BEALE


Most gamers you talk to will have that one special game
that takes them back to a specific moment in �me. It could
be a Christmas morning with their family, one stand-out
sleepover at a friend’s house, or figh�ng for a view of the
latest arcade cabinet. Everyone is likely to have a story that
is as individual and unique as they are themselves. Unless,
like me, you a�ended the mean streets of Our Lady and St
Patrick’s Primary School in the summer of ‘92, where
everyone has the same memory – and not just because our
gene pool was smaller, and our family trees looked more
like shrubberies.


I was ten years old when I first got my hands on a copy of
Speedball 2: Brutal Deluxe from Klub Video, my local rental
store, and within a minute of plugging it in, I knew I had
found something special. Evoking feelings of the �tular
game of the 1975 film Rollerball: a dystopian no holds
barred, win at all costs spor�ng contest. Having never
played anything like it before, I was immediately hooked
and couldn’t wait to spread the word amongst my
classmates.


The game is a rela�vely simple, violent futuris�c
interpreta�on of handball in a cyberpunk se�ng,
borrowing elements of ice hockey and American football.
Where there are as many points on offer for injuring an
opposing player, as there are for scoring a goal. The arena
is also li�ered with a variety of different targets on the
walls and floor for addi�onal points and score mul�pliers.
This means the ac�on is always intense, even if neither
team is near the opposing goal. I honestly can’t think of
another game in the Mega Drive library that will turn your
thumbs into a painful mush faster than this one.


There are four game modes on offer for single players:
knockout, league, cup, and prac�ce. Yet, for the game to
really come alive, you’ll need to recruit a second player.
Which is precisely what my mission entailed on my return
to the hallowed halls of my Catholic school. Naturally,
being dragged up by religious dogma, compe��ve savagery
was second nature to the majority of the pupils, and it
wasn’t long un�l word had spread throughout the
classrooms. Speedball 2 was famous before the majority
had even had a chance to play it.


Every match is a non-stop, adrenaline fuelled affair,
consis�ng of two 90 second halves. Perfect pick up and
play entertainment for those mass sleepovers, with enough


ruthless barbarity to keep you laughing into the early
hours. Or at least un�l the pick’n’mix has worn off. That’s
not to say the game is perfect. Far from it. The first thing
that strikes you is the dearth of op�ons. Contests o�en
feel as though they draw to a close, just as it starts to get
interes�ng. Want to increase the dura�on? Well, suck it
up princess, you’re shit outa luck.


Upgrades and enhancements are available at the start of
every game, but an awkward and poorly labelled interface
makes doing so a chore. The lack of in-game music is no
issue when playing with a friend: you’ll be having too
much fun hacking them down and bouncing shots off
walls to no�ce. But when you’re a Billy No-Mates/
Lonewolf/ whatever label helps you sleep at night, the
game suddenly starts to feel flat. The �tle music is
suitably pulsa�ng and sci-fi, feeling like something from
Doom or The Terminator. Making the decision not to
include an op�on to play it during matches all the more
baffling.


The experience varies so much between one and two
player modes, that they almost feel like different games.
Many other games are enhanced by the addi�on of a
second player. This is one of the few where it feels like a
necessity. If you’ve s�ll managed to reach middle age
with another human being that can stand to be in the
same room as you for five minutes, there’s a lot of fun to
be found here. If you’re des�ned to die alone, you won’t
find as much. But at least you’re used to that by now.
And a copy will only set you back £15. Less than half of
your daily vodka budget.


For a few brief weeks in 1992, Speedball 2 captured the
imagina�on of 30 or 40 Catholic school pupils in years 5
and 6 to mobilise on a scale as yet unseen, to bring
Speedball to life on our own playing fields. A few magical
weeks. Elbows were thrown. Violence was rewarded and
applauded. Especially by those on the receiving end, as
they did their best to conceal their gushing wounds, so
they could have one more day before it inevitably got
banned. But split lips, black-eyes, concussions, and
sudden missing teeth can only remain hidden for so long.
The brightest stars burn the fastest. Thanks for the
memories Brutal Deluxe. And for that knee injury that
never fully healed.
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Our father who art in Albert Square,


Wellard be thy name…


I’ve got Little Mo covering the stall for a few minutes
while I come here to part my words of wisdom, we’ve
been trying to flog copies of Cyberpunk 2077 and I just
needed a break from the tedium and misery of it.


It gets to me you know; modern gaming, more so than
the Mitchell brothers. Micro-transactions, skins, day-one
patches, sequels suddenly becoming console exclusives when
they weren’t first go around…it’s all just shit.


You might have seen some pictures of me in the Walford
Gazette looking scruffy and a bit like a tramp. There’s a
good reason for it. Going back to nature to drink White
Lightning with the squirrels wasn’t just a way of
escaping Bianca’s shrill voice (RIIIIIIIIICKAY). I
was trying to get away from pre-orders. Bastard pre-
orders.


When I was a nipper we would take the train (when it
wasn’t on fire or crashing into Roy’s Cafe) into town to
the nearest Electronics Boutique. Using Curly Watt’s
pocket money that I spotted rolling out of his pocket
after Phil had thumped him, I’d place a pre-order for the
latest Mega Drive game all the mags were raving about
in their previews. And it made perfect sense to do so.
Why? Limited stock.


That’s right kiddies, pre-orders started because it
wasn’t always the case that enough copies could be made
so everyone could get one, especially if a game turned out
to be super popular. By placing an early order before
release, not only were you increasing your chances of
getting a copy of the game you wanted on day one, but
you were sending a signal to the publishers of how much
demand there was so they could ramp up production to
produce enough units.


So why on earth do we pre-order games today? The
amount of digital copies that can be produced is pretty
much infinite. And as for physical copies, with everything


being on disc and not cartridge, they’re super cheap to
produce, companies can make loads of them with so little
risk.


So please please please stop doing it. Now. All you’re doing
by pre-ordering is giving the developers a licence to churn
out a shit product, they already have your money. Doesn’t
matter if the game is terrible and it reviews poorly,
you’ve already paid them, what do they care? If you wait
a few days after launch you can get a good indication of
whether the game is any good and then choose to buy it.
Vote with your wallet. Who cares if you get the ultra
shiny sword of valhalla for buying the game six months
early…show me a game where the pre-order DLC was
worth the money and I’ll show you a Den Watts.


Anyway I better get back to me stall. Thanks to
muppets like you I’ve ended up with a massive surplus of
Cyberpunk 2077 discs and despite the Sony refund
debacle, CD Projekt Red will still be rolling in money thanks
to morons paying them for something they hadn’t finished
making.


Take a lesson from your uncle Ian and think twice before
buying something early. There’s no reason for it, they
wont run out of copies and you get very little in return for
you hard earned cash.


Like my marriage to Cindy, it’s all a big con and you’ll end
up heartbroken.


Much love,


Ian Beale.


Sega Mania would like to note that not only are Ian’s
opinion his own, but he’s also a drunk…and fictional…and
any offence caused by his remarks isn’t really our problem.







I have a confession to make. Ecco the Dolphin scared the living
crap out of me as a kid. Not that I would admit it at the �me, for
fear of mockery. A�er all, how could a game about a cute li�le
dolphin elicit such an aversion from a boy who usually derived
such pleasure in the grim and grizzly? Ecco lures you in with a
happy li�le introduc�on of our hero dolphin frolicking in the
water with his kin. In the opening level, you have free rein to
cavort around in the water, communicate with your family
members, and express yourself with a range of flips and tricks.


But then it happens. The moment you take a leap too far out of
the water, you are suspended in mid-air as a vortex sucks your
en�re tribe out of the water, before dumping you back into the
deep, empty blue sea. The music suddenly changes from happy
and incidental, to a lonely and haun�ng �mbre. The Mega
Drive’s sound chip being put to use in a truly unique way, never
sounding more plain�ve. From that moment on, it’s clear that
there’s something very wrong about this game. We came here
for a jolly li�le prance in the water. We were not warned about
alien abduc�ons.


Immediately, the ocean seems an impossibly huge, isola�ng
place. The developers make great use of the hardware’s colour
shaders, so the deeper you swim from the surface, the darker
and scarier the water gets. But this is only the beginning. As
Ecco, you will not only search the vast expanses for your missing
pod, but also space and �me itself, culmina�ng in a ba�le to
release them from their captors: an alien race that bears more
than a passing resemblance to the Xenomorphs from Aliens.
Yup, this game increasingly becomes unnervingly weird, to the
point you’ll find yourself asking: just what was the developer
taking at the �me?


Well, not LSD it turns out. As creator Ed Annuziata felt the need
to clarify in a 2012 tweet. However, in the same post he did
admit he “read a lot from John Lilly”. And although he has since
distanced himself from the implied asser�on that Lilly’s work
influenced the development of the game (perhaps as he
subsequently learned a li�le more), it s�ll warrants asking the
ques�on: just who was John C Lilly? And this folks, is where it
gets dark. Head to the internet and you will naturally find claims
and counterclaims. As indeed, you will about anything, from the
shape of our planet to the merits of peeling chicken nuggets
before ea�ng them. (The answers are ‘round’ and ‘no’
respec�vely, if you’re interested).


John Cunningham Lilly (1915 – 2001) was an American scien�st
and inventor, part-funded throughout his career by several
government agencies, including NASA and the CIA. In the


1960’s, he was predominately focused on interspecies
communica�on between humans and dolphins. Limited
success was found in ge�ng the animals to mimic human
speech pa�erns with their blowholes. Public money was
provided to further this research, believing that this was an
important first step in being able to talk with extra-
terrestrial life. Lilly kept 3 dolphins: Peter, Pamela, and
Sissy.


Around the same �me, licenced and financed by the state,
he started taking acid. Lots and lots of acid. Before long,
presumably fed up with tripping balls alone, he decided he
should share his stash with his aqua�c hostages. Peter, the
youngest of the inmates, was saved this experimenta�on
by a young woman working for Lilly, by the name of
Margaret Howe Lova�. Her and Peter had formed a bond.
So much so that the adolescent animal had taken a shine
to her, that was threatening to get in the way of the
research. She took it upon herself to (*ahem) ‘relieve’ him.
Likening it to le�ng him scratch an itch.


When this story appeared years later in Hustler, it
ul�mately threatened to overshadow the experiments.
This, coupled with Lilly’s blasé a�tude to animal welfare,
led to the experiment being shut down. Lilly moved the
dolphins to his other lab, with much smaller tanks and li�le
to no daylight. Separated from his love, and unable to bear
the condi�ons, Peter took a breath, swam to the bo�om of
the tank, and stayed there un�l he drowned. In the years
that followed, Lilly would go on to invent the depriva�on
tank. And take ketamine. Lots and lots of ketamine. True
to form, combining his two interests, un�l he nearly joined
Peter in a watery demise. He began to prophesise a war
with ar�ficial intelligence that had evolved into a bioform.
And he believed that a cosmic en�ty was in control of all
coincidence in the universe. The lowest order of which
was Earth Coincidence Control Office. Or E.C.C.O.


How much Annuziata knew of Lilly’s work, how much it
influenced him, and whether he’d admit it if it did, is up for
debate. But some of us have always known something was
up with the li�le dolphin with stars on his head. Today,
Ecco lives on in unexpected ways. The box art can be
found on the pub signs in Plymouth and Wallingford,
Oxfordshire. And as yet, no-one has adequately explained
how that ended up happening. S�ll, I suppose that could
all just be coincidence, couldn’t it?


- Steve
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In my piece for The Asylum in
Issue 1 I wrote about how my
life changed forever when I
opened a Master System 2
console one Christmas morning.
Sonic the Hedgehog's beaming
blue face looked up at me from
the box, with the console having
been programmed with his
game inside. I was delighted, I
didn't even need a cartridge to
begin with.


So rather than going over old ground, I thought I would go over newer
ground. In fact, I'm barely scraping through �me-wise with this one
and running the risk of being fired from the magazine altogether, but
I'd be lying if I said that one of my favourite childhood Christmases
wasn't when I opened a Gameboy Pocket and a copy of Pokemon Blue
in 1999.


I know, nobody bought this mag to read about crappy old Nintendo,
but as one who has never really bought into the console wars and
considering how culturally relevant Pokemon was back then and s�ll is
now, I thought I could get away with it.


Up un�l then the only handheld experience I'd had was with my dad's
Game Gear and I'd very much enjoyed Sonic, Streets of Rage and a
flight simula�on game, the name of which escapes me now. But that
was his and I was lucky if he'd let me play it. The Game Boy was mine
and nobody could prise me away from it. My brother and I had even
been given chargers with it so we could play it plugged into the wall
which blew our minds. We never had to stop playing.


We went out and bought a connec�on cable with our Christmas
money and we were ba�ling, trading and racing each other through
the game. I don't think I've ever had a more exci�ng Christmas. I
couldn't even tell you what other gi�s we got that day.


These days ba�le lines have been drawn between console owners and
there is a lot of bad blood. My wish this fes�ve season is that we can
put our prejudices aside and come together united as gamers. Even if
it is for just one day.


Sam-ta Claus


There were certain Christmas
tradi�ons in our house that had to be
upheld: There was the slow-mo�on
fight out of our bedrooms to the living
room every morning with drawn-out
calls of “Heeee’s Beeeen!”.


A�er dinner, my four older brothers and
I would take shi�s drying the dishes and
replacing them on the dirty pile to keep
my gran occupied for (literally) hours.
And later, we’d all gather round to listen


to my Great Gran and my Aun�e Doriel have a good old na�er about
suicide. They were marvellous �mes.


Christmas 1994, Santa really earned his bite of mince pie by delivering
Dynamite Headdy, Earthworm Jim, and Robocop vs The Terminator. I
remember standing in the lounge, pleading with my mum to let me
play the la�er on the big screen. But she wouldn’t budge. Reasoning
that it was too morbid for our elderly rela�ves. “They don’t mind” I
offered and turned to them in fu�lity. Great Grandma takes a sip of
Harveys Bristol Cream and stares straight ahead. “I wish I was dead”
she mu�ers a�er a pause. Doriel nods in solemnity. I turn back to my
mother. My hopeful smile now imbued with a touch of smugness.


“Go on then…” she concedes, as she walks out of the room to rescue
her mum from carousel of dishes, now approaching hour 3. With the
mood suitably set, the glorious bloodbath began. Every �me that an
enemy exploded or was smeared across their own curtains, a chorus
of disapproval rang out from the pissed macabre twins behind me.
My grandad sat beside me and laughed the en�re �me. He once said
that the funniest thing he ever saw was the look on Great Grandma’s
face when a bomb fell next door to them, so that he was onboard was
a given.


And thus started a brand-new family tradi�on. From that Christmas
forth, inappropriate fes�ve entertainment one-upmanship was the
order of the day, the moment those two started banging on about
death. Which they did with metronomic regularity. The tradi�on
which started with Robocop vs The Terminator arguably peaked with
the 1997 screening of The Texas Chainsaw Massacre.


Steve ‘Fes�ve’ Andrews


Alright, so despite the
weird karaoke thing,
NiGHTS Into Dreams was
an incredible game.
Whimsical and unique,
Sonic Team succeeded in
crea�ng a game that was a
true experience. There
was no feeling like looping
around a colourful
dreamland as the mys�cal,
enigma�c NiGHTS
character, racking up
chains and encountering
fascina�ng bosses.


I never actually owned it though, and certainly never owned the 3D
Controller peripheral that enhanced the experience even further. It's a
big gap in my Saturn collec�on, and maybe one day I'll pick it up if I
find it for the right price and in the right condi�on. In the mean�me,
however, and like many others, I do have a copy of Christmas NiGHTS
instead.


This promo�onal sampler disc came with the December 1997 edi�on
of Sega Saturn Magazine (although there were other ways of ge�ng


hold of it too) and was intended as a way to get players to buy the
NiGHTS Into Dreams full game. More than just a demo though,
Christmas NiGHTS had an iden�ty all of its own, with seasonal
overhauls and new goals and unlockable rewards. Players have a
single level to explore (Spring Valley) and can unlock various presents
that have various effects, up to and including being able to play as our
old friend Sonic the Hedgehog. If you play on April Fools’ Day, you can
also unlock Reala as a playable character. Reala is NiGHTS' darker,
more edgy (dare I say cooler?) equivalent, who was encountered as a
boss in the full game. Being able to play as this swooping jester of
nightmares is a pre�y big deal for fans of the series.


It's worth no�ng that Christmas NiGHTS uses the Saturn's internal
clock, and will only take on the full Christmas theme if played during
the month of December. That just makes it all the more special
though. With dazzling, snowy visuals, jingly Christmas music, and a
general celebratory feel, this disc really captures that seasonal vibe,
like a beau�ful fes�ve dream on Christmas Eve night. That's why
Christmas NiGHTS will always be my iconic Christmas �tle.


Simon “The Christmas Creature” Pike


The Christmas of 1993 was probably
the most excited I’ve ever been about a
game for Christmas.


I was 14 and a game I’d lost countless
hours, as well as countless 10 pence
pieces, to, was going to be hundred
hand slapping, and spinning bird kicking
its way onto the Sega Mega Drive in the
months leading up to Santa’s busiest
�me of the year. This game was Street
Fighter II: Special Champion Edi�on.
This was the most expensive Mega


Drive game to this point, at £59.99 RRP (allowing for infla�on that is
the equivalent of £105 in 2021), but it was top of my le�er to Santa
that year.


Ever since late summer, I’d spent hours poring over the pages of CVG
and Mean Machine Sega, and revisi�ng every magazine ar�cle,
preview, and review, over and over again. Basically anything that had
anything at all to do with the game, was added to a pile of magazines
that I’d go through each evening (a�er Count Duckula and Knightmare
had finished, obviously). I’d already decided that I would become the
absolute master with my favourite character Guile, and not only
DESTROY any of my friends and family who dare oppose me, but I
would stride back into that arcade in Whitley Bay like an absolute boss
and annihilate all comers. I would become a local legend. Kids in
school playgrounds all over the north east would talk in whispered
tones about the ‘Guile guy’, who was, seemingly, at one with the
pixellated, (unusually) tall-haired, all-American air force hero, and
could not be beaten.


As December came, and the big day drew ever closer, I could barely
contain my an�cipa�on. Street Fighter II occupied my day dreams all
day long, and at night I’d dream of being pals with all of the Street
Fighter gang, be it going bowling with Dhalsim (who’d always cheat
because he could basically use his stretchy arms to just knock the pins
over while s�ll holding the ball), or grabbing a Wimpy with Eddie
Honda.


A�er months of wai�ng, Christmas Day finally came. I could barely
contain my excitement. My parents had though�ully bought those
essen�al six bu�on control pads for my brother and I (although they
were called joypads back then), and then I slowly unwrapped Street


Fighter II. My God, a�er spending so long looking at photographs of
the cartridge box, it felt good to finally have it in my hands.


I opened the box, so excited I could have just burst!


There was no cartridge inside.


Robdolph the Red Nose Reindeer


I really expected nothing from Daze
Before Christmas. Perhaps because it’s
a sophomore effort from developer
with a silly name that was only ever
released in Australia, and it focuses on
Santa Claus’ ba�le with an evil,
present-stealing… er, louse (Wikipedia
says the enemy is a mouse, but the
game keeps telling me it’s a louse, and
the final boss is a rain cloud). It seemed
like it was one of those situa�ons
where you end up wishing the present
that looks like a Mega Drive game
actually was a book.


Well, pop me in Santa’s sack and ship me off to the North Pole, this
game is not actually a giant lump of coal. It’s a Christmas miracle!
Daze Before Christmas may not be the most innova�ve or even
memorable game, but it’s a pre�y solid and responsive Mega Drive
pla�ormer that has enough charm to make it worth crea�ng an
annual holiday tradi�on around, especially as it’s beatable in an
evening.


Santa is a bit sprightlier, and a lot more magical, than I expected. He is
more than capable of pogoing his fes�vely plump posterior around
pla�orms at speed while he fires his magic dust (which can some�mes
change into fire if he needs to melt an aggressive snowman) to kill
enemies and turn them into presents. Y’know, to give back to the kids.
Although, he can’t pick those presents up if he’s had a cup of tea,
because that turns him into An�-Santa, who is invincible but incapable
of good deeds, lest he accidentally make a child happy.


Typical levels are somewhat labyrinthine affairs with plenty of
pla�orms to traverse, secrets to find, enemies to magic and are
interspersed with some of the easiest boss fights you’ll ever play. In
fact, the whole game is really easy, but that’s what you want at
Christmas, right? The best parts of the game are the sporadic present-
delivery levels that func�on like a horizontal shooter mixed with Paper
Boy, and see Santa on his sleigh lobbing presents down chimneys from
the skies over England, Russia, Japan and the USA. It’s all just very
pleasant stuff, from the advent calendar level select screen to the
jaunty midi soundtrack, even if they do overdo Jingle Bells a bit.


AleXmas Baubledridge


Bah humbug!


Tim “I bloody hate Christmas” Hugall…


…Merry Christmas ya’ filthy animals, and a Happy New Year!


Aaaah, Christmas. I absolutely f****** hate it. But it was five versus one when an idea was floated
for us all to get a bit nostalgic and talk about our festive Sega gaming memories. Seeing as we’re


only a month or so away from the Coca Cola truck rocking up it seems apt to have something like
this in this issue. We’ve all shared a story from this “special” time of year for your enjoyment.


Let’s just hope this concept is forgotten when Valentine’s day rolls around. - Tim
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A fantas�c treasure trove of retro goodness that helped fuel my Sega Obsession.
I started pos�ng pictures on Instagram around this �me as well, and I mean not
just games, literally anything random but quickly found that my game related
posts were ge�ng much more likes and interac�on than anything else I was
pos�ng, so I posted more and more and my obsession with Instagram wrapped
itself around my gaming obsession and the two became one. The thing with
Instagram is that its such a great source of knowledge. I’ve learnt so much about
Sega and the Mega Drive from using it.


Why did you focus your Sega collec�on around the Mega Drive?


I couldn’t con�nue to grow my collec�on of everything, I just didn’t have the
space or the finances, so I decided that anything that wasn’t Sega related I was
no longer going to keep. I do have decent sized Sega collec�ons for other Sega
consoles, but I was learning so much about the Mega Drive I was ge�ng
transfixed with it. I wanted to try and get a full set of one console and as all of my
passion and nostalgia sat with the Mega Drive, I decided to focus on that. A lot of
people say that I started collec�ng at the wrong �me, and they are probably right
as it isn’t the cheapest hobby, but its significantly worse today in terms of cost
than it was 6-7 years ago.


Does your collec�ng have an end goal?


I guess it does but its not realis�cally an achievable one, so to most people that
ask me this ques�on, I say no – there is no end. If I were to get full sets for all
Sega consoles and get every variant from every region of every Mega Drive game
then yes, I guess that’s the end. If collec�ng is s�ll fun, enjoyable and I’m learning
new things and also helping others then I will con�nue to collect for Sega. A lot
of people also ask me if I will ever sell my collec�on? Well, I don’t really know If I
ever will, but what I’ve always said is that if a point in �me comes where it
doesn’t mean as much to me as it does now then, yeah, I guess I would consider
selling it, but it’s not in my mindset right now.


What do you consider to be your favourite games in your collec�on?


There are a few answers to this ques�on. My favourite game to play is without
ques�on NHLPA Hockey ’93, which is rather controversial being a common early
sports �tle, but man its so much fun. This would be closely followed by Streets of
Rage 1 & 2 and then probably World of Illusion and Rocket Knight Adventures.


In terms of collector’s pieces, I’m lucky enough to own a mint condi�on copy of
the ultra-rare and sought-a�er PAL version of Lakers Versus Cel�cs and the NBA
Playoffs. Ge�ng this game became an obsession for me and is a prized piece of
my collec�on. I also have a copy of Sonic 3 in 1, which is a New Zealand exclusive
variant of the Sonic Compila�on game (Sonic 1 + Sonic 2 and Dr. Robotnik’s Mean
Bean Machine). It’s quite uncommon and I value it highly being a Sonic game.


I have a lot of Oziso� games (Australia and New Zealand Sega releases) thanks to
my good friend Shaun Tukuafu (@gamertuku). We hold games for each other
un�l we both have enough to merit the interna�onal shipping between the UK
and New Zealand. I do this for a lot of interna�onal collectors and it’s what the
collec�ng community is all about.


Do you have any advice for people thinking of star�ng a Sega collec�on?


It’s a crazy market these days, but if I was star�ng out from scratch today, I would
say don’t try and go a�er specific games and spend a lot of money if collec�ng
for one console.


It all depends on your collec�on aims and goals to be honest, but if you are going
for a full set like I was, buy big bundles if you can. Its be�er value for money and
over �me as you double up you can upgrade your other games as needed (boxes,
sleeves, manuals etc.) and sell on the older copies to make some of your money
back. That’s what I did and some�mes I could pick up games for no cost by
spli�ng and selling other games.


In truth I don’t think I could afford to collect like I have done in the past with the
market currently as it is, prices are sky high right now which is kind of killing the
fun of the hunt.


If you are star�ng out, share what you are collec�ng with like minded collectors,
people who will help you out and look out for you. There is such a great
Instagram gaming community, it’s what keeps me going personally. I’ve met
people through pos�ng games pictures that I will know and be friends with for
life. You honestly learn so much.


Seeing what others have and do is some�mes more fun than collec�ng for


yourself. Above all else, always remember that nobody’s collec�on is be�er than
any other. Your collec�on is what you want it to be, and it consists of things
valuable to your personal goals and aspira�ons.


Never try to live up to what somebody else has done because everyone has
different targets for different reasons and most importantly, make sure you are
having fun!


Stuart Mowart is this issue’s star collector. We
caught up with him to see if he could tell us
more about his massive Sega collec�on, how he
got started and what the future holds!


What got you into gaming? How did it all start for you?


I’ve always been big into computers and computer gaming since I
was very young. When I was just five years old (1988), for a
Christmas present my mum and dad got me and my brother a “ZX
Spectrum +2” and a bunch of games. My first game was Treasure
Island, and I was hooked.


A few years on and gaming had started to move on and again for
Christmas I was gi�ed a Nintendo (NES). I was in awe, it loaded so
much quicker than my Spectrum, everything was just superior to
my old Speccy. I didn’t have any friends with a Master System – all
my friends had Nintendo, so that’s all I knew, and I quickly built a
large library of games.


My best friend at the �me, a guy called Thomas Reid, well his Sister
Hayley had a newer console than the NES. She had what was called
a Sega Mega Drive. A beau�ful black box that to me as a kid looked
so cool and very futuris�c. I remember her le�ng me play Sonic the
Hedgehog on Green Hill Zone. Oh my gosh, this was unreal, it just
looked stunning. At that point I couldn’t go back to anything else I’d


played before. I needed a Sega Mega Drive. This was the point that I became a Sega fan
and it’s always been “Sega” for me from that point onward.


I went on and on and on at my parents un�l one random evening in late 1992, when my
mother arrived home from work, she shouted me and my brother down from our rooms
and she had a Sega Mega Drive with a bunch of games for us which she purchased from
a work colleague. Over the years I went from Mega Drive, to Saturn and finally to
Dreamcast before Sega got out of the serious hardware market but I kept Sega quite
close to my heart and s�ll have my original Sega Mega Drive console today. Dreamcast
incidentally was the first and last Sega console that I had on UK launch day.


What started your obsession for collec�ng Sega?


Like most people, I moved with the current genera�on of gaming. A�er Sega my pla�orm
of choice was the PlaySta�on and in more recent years, I’ve also dabbled with the dark
side again for the first �me since NES, ge�ng a Switch as I love local mul�player. This is
all great, but its nothing compared to my Sega glory days, but I knew they would never
come back, or at least that’s what I thought.


Around 6 or 7 years ago my wife picked up a NES console for me as a Christmas present
and all the nostalgia came flooding back, I just loved the simplicity of it and instantly
went back to my retro gaming ways. She will hate to read this, but she re-triggered my
retro gaming obsession again by ge�ng me this console.


I was almost immediately on the search for a Mega Drive, and I managed to get a lovely
boxed one from a local market stall (Console King Repairs) formerly of West Bromwich,
now in Blackheath indoor market. I did the same with the Saturn and Dreamcast and
over the next 2 years steadily grew my library for each console.


I got to the point where I found myself trying to get my original library of games that I
had as a kid and the console I was most fond of was my first Sega console, the Mega
Drive. As I bought back my library of games, I came to one of my favourites “Rocket
Knight Adventures”. At the �me I was buying nearly everything I got from eBay as I didn’t
know anywhere else that I could find these games. Whilst searching for Rocket Knight I
stumbled across the follow up game “Sparkster” which at the �me I never knew existed.


I was amazed by this and also amazed that the price for it was huge compared to what I
had been paying. Everything I’d bought to this point had been under £20, but Sparkster
was £70! I couldn’t believe this and started to think, is it rare? Are there other rare
games that I don’t know about? I started searching eBay and found some rather
expensive �tles. This intrigued me so I started researching on the internet and learnt a
bunch of things about rare Sega Mega Drive games.


I felt compelled to try and get one and this is when I found Vintage Gamer of Halesowen. @StuMotor33na3rd







Everybody has a different Batman don't they?


The caped crusader has appeared in film and on television
in so many incarna�ons that you need more than two
hands to count them on. Some are Keaton men, others
prefer the 'real world' Chris�an Bale from the Christopher
Nolan trilogy. But for a few of us, Kevin Conroy might be a
frontrunner for favourite and if that's the case you'll no
doubt have grown up watching Batman the Animated
Series.


Stylised in an incredibly gri�y, detec�ve noir fashion, the
animated series was unlike anything that had come before
it, not just in terms of Batman but cartoons in general.
Numerous villains in Dark Knight lore owe their accepted
origins to this show which made the decision to flesh out
the wacky comic strip goofs. For be�er or worse, it even
invented Harley Quinn.


But nothing s�cks in the memory like the iconic voice of
Conroy, who added so much to our hero through dialogue
alone. Play the Arkham games if you don't believe me.


Contenders ready? Gladiators Ready? Three, two, one!


1992 saw the debut of ITV’s Gladiators. An adap�on of
a US show that had started a year prior. Gladiators was
an instant smash hit a�rac�ng millions of viewers and
making Jet, Hunter, Lightning and Wolf household
names.


Athle�c members of the public would compete in
games such as Atlaspheres, The Wall, Danger Zone,
Hang Tough and Duel, against the Gladiators in order to
buy themselves a head start in the show’s brutal
obstacle course finale.


It ran for eight years in total and spawned a huge
franchise of complementary games and toys. It was
briefly rebooted in 2008 but failed to capture the
magic of the original series and cancelled soon a�er.


Episodes are repeated today on Challenge TV and are
well worth a rewatch.


As iconic nine�es theme tunes go this one's a banger.
You might remember humming along to it through
mouthfuls of cereal as you sat down to watch Fox Kids
on Saturday morning. The names of each of the X-Men
entering the screen before they demonstrated their
power in the opening credits.


The anima�on style of X-Men was bright and colourful
but the themes o�en dark and long running. The en�re
saga of the axis of �me, Apocolypse's plan to
manipulate it by kidnapping all of the mutants with
psychic powers, Cable's �me-travelling a�empts to
stop him, the distrust, betrayals and figh�ng – it was
heavy stuff for kids but I'll be damned if it didn't keep
my a�en�on.


Ge�ng to the end of that one or the Phoenix saga,
Genosha or the Sen�nel storyline felt hugely rewarding
when they finally paid off. I'll never not feel uneasy
when Mr Sinister is on the screen though. Creepy
bastard.


Ringo Starr, Locomo�ves, Helicopters and Diggers!
Thomas the Tank Engine and Friends should be every
childs dream show and for the most part it was but not
everything was cosy and nice on the fic�onal island of
Sodor (which sounds like a Tolkien loca�on).


First airing in 1984, Thomas was brought back to TV
screens in 1992 and it picked up a whole batch of new
fans upon its return, this writer included.


The premise was pre�y simple, each episode a bunch of
anthropomorphised trains get into s�cky situa�ons,
normally with some kind of moral lesson underpinning
the whole experience and it’s o�en Thomas himself who
saves the day. It all sounds lovely un�l you watch it again
as an adult.


Some of the stories have incredibly dark themes,
especially Gordon ge�ng bricked up in a tunnel for all
eternity. Upon reflec�on it’s a very disturbing concept
and it’s rare that the old episodes get shown due to
some of the issues it has. The characters s�ll exist today
in various reboots but are much more jolly in their
exploits, leaving their dark history firmly in the past.


Disney must seem en�rely different to the younger
genera�ons than it does for us older folk. Youngsters
nowadays probably associate it more with Pixar or
even Star Wars or The Avengers. Live ac�on movies
and anima�ons such as Toy Story, Finding Nemo and
Frozen have replaced the classic animated style. And
even before that happened you might've been more
likely to think of Aladdin or Lion King than Mickey
Mouse and the gang themselves.


But there's a bit of a cult classic to be found in 1992 in
the form of Goof Troop. The da� dog and his son Max
found a real niche at the turn of the decade with a run
of almost 90 episodes and two feature films. The show
focused on single dad Goofy's rela�onship with his son
and the madcap adventures which came about as a
result of their contras�ng personali�es. Although he
o�en rolled his eyes at his dad, Max always came to
realise, like we all did, that Goofy's heart was always in
the right place.


Heartbeat is seen as a true Bri�sh TV classic, and it first
appeared on sets in 1992.


Based upon the “Constable” series of novels wri�en by
Nicholas Rhea, the series is set during the 1960’s in
rural Yorkshire and each episode focuses on a different
story involving interconnected and reoccurring
characters.


Heartbeat ran for a whopping 18 series and was
watched by nearly 14 million people at its peak. None
of which were children.


The show’s catchy theme tune only meant one thing to
kids of the early ‘90s, bath, bed�me then school.
Shown on a Sunday evening its airing was a true sign
that the weekend was over. So, while Mum and Dad
got their rocks off on watching Coppers dressed in
flares, children across Britain began their rou�nes of
resis�ng an early bed�me and scrub behind the ears.


The evilest TV show in existence? Yes. Probably.


The ‘90s was an awesome decade for Television and saw the launch of some belters that would go on to
become true cult classics with catchphrases surviving decades later. We’ve listed some of our favourites here
from 1992 for you to enjoy. Some of them are s�ll available on modern streaming services. Some of them you’ll
need to sail a li�le further a field to find, but if you’re up for a blast of nostalgia it’s well worth taking to the


seas to track them down.


Army of
Darkness


Captain Supermarket.


The people who have been
reading these reviews saw this
coming a mile away didn’t
they…


Sam Raimi, making his final
Evil Dead flick went big budget
and big studio with this entry
into his horror franchise (but it
didn’t end here).


Raimi went full on 3 stooges
comedy and added a Ray


Harryhausen style skeleton army and double the Bruce Campbell!


Bruce here carries the movie as both Ash Williams and Evil Ash as he gets
thrown back in �me to the medieval ages and the world of swords and
magic.


This was seen at the end of Evil Dead 2 but only as a cute teaser, expanded
to a full movie here as Ash and his modern ways are made to fit in with
the olde world around him.


This is a world in conflict already, but Ash as always brings the trouble and
causes in his efforts to return to his �me the coming of the deadites.


This is not a film about character, this is not even about the scares of The
Evil Dead, it is fully �pped into the wacky fun that began in Evil Dead 2 and
here goes full on crazy.
Does that make it worse than the first two? Not at all.


Raimi when asked if 2 was a sequel or remake to the first kinda says both,
in that Ash is just stupid enough to go back to the same cabin again and
make the same mistakes.


Here he makes all new ones and that is even with some acquired
knowledge from the first two (it's a trick, get an axe) and it is a reach how
he (the dumb S-Mart clerk) makes a robo�c replacement hand in the
middle ages and ammo (wrongly referenced in the otherwise perfect High
Fidelity movie).


But like many movies this isn't a documentary, it is a movie and a
rollercoaster at that.
I first saw this on VHS and I do wish I had seen this in cinemas (this was
the age where I was seeing 15 and 18 rated movies underage off and on)
but was too young and this in the UK did not have a wide release sadly.


And this was when I was fully into the Evil Dead and started my (insane)
collec�on there and this must be my most owned movie of all �me from
VHS to Laserdisc to DVD to BD and soon 4K I am sure.


You do not need to take this seriously just enjoy the ride and laugh, yes it's
more a comedy with blood than a horror with jokes, but every now and
then we all need a li�le sugar.


When it's the year when my favorite Batman movie came out (not to
men�on the amazing games based on it, I am looking at my Mega CD copy
as I type this now).


@Dvdmike is back again with more great movie reviews. Some have ques�oned the inclusion of movie reviews in our
magazine, sta�ng that more games reviews would be be�er. Although giving you a sliver of ‘90s culture is an important part
of our goal to drive home that nostalgic kick in the groin, we thought four reviews was, perhaps, a bit much so we’ve cut it
down to two reviews…and used the extra page for TV shows instead! IN YOUR FACE! In the immortal words of Rage against
the Machine: “f*ck you I won’t do what you tell me!” (although there are a lot more game reviews than last �me so you do


kinda win…bugger…)


Batman
Returns
The Bat, The Cat and the
Happy Meal.


So is 1992 any easier to pick
two movies from?


Yeah, not so much..


When it's the year when my
favorite Batman movie came
out (not to men�on the
amazing games based on it, I
am looking at my Mega CD
copy as I type this now).


The film that saw Tim Burton
given free reign on the design, script and cas�ng and it ended up losing
him the direc�ng gig, scaring kids and giving the marke�ng department a
task of crea�ng toys and McDonalds happy meals out of murder and child
abandonment all set during a white christmas!


Michael (The Best Batman) Keaton returns as the dark knight, a�er being
overshadowed by super ham Jack in the 1989 original he here gets more
focus and at the same �me has to share the screen with four villains!


On the bad guy side we have Michelle Pfeiffer as Selina Kyle / Catwoman,
a put upon secretary (personal assistant) who works for Christopher
Walken’s Max Shreck, a ruthless businessman who wants to set up a
power plant to steal energy from Gotham for his son’s future.


We then go to the bad guy who Mcdonolds had the main issue with, The
Penguin Oswald Cobblepot played by Danny DeVito, who gets abandoned
in the first scene and dumped into a river.
The Batman movie you take the kids along to!


Yes its gruesome in places and very dark, but its also a blast, the
Batmoble/Batmissile chase is great fun and has laughs and tense moments
(plus Bruce scratches a CD like he is headlining a DJ set).


You can see why they had issues with it and I agree that Batman killing
isn't the done thing (Fine in the Nolan movies apparently) and why people
call it more Burton than Batman.
This to me is the dark side of Bats, the Arkham Asylum (a serious house on
serious earth) style movie, showing his rogues gallery as dark, twisted and
dangerous.


Nolan made it more reality based and “gri�y” mostly by cribbing on Bond
movies and thrillers like Heat, but this is a fantasy that was far removed
from real life and in places a few of the comic books (as dark as they got)
but for me only his first movie was about and portrayed the Batman I love.


A�er this it got a li�le silly for a while, I can remember seeing Forever in
the cinema and loving it as a 15 year old, but looking back Burton knew
what he was doing and the later movies just fell
into toy marke�ng (and way worse games).


So is it worth seeing if you have not or going back
to if you remember the Nolan movies more fondly?
I would say so, 100% it, like Die Hard is also a
Christmas movie and on my December rota�on.
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STREETS OF RAGE - GG - MS


Stage Skip


At the Player Select screen, press Right 20 �mes. Then
press the 1 bu�on once for each stage you want to skip,
then select your character and press 2 to start.


SONIC THE HEDGEHOG 2 - MD


Level Select


First, go to the Op�ons menu from the main screen.
From here, head to the Sound Select menu and play the
following sounds in the order they are placed below:


19, 65, 09, 17


Once you have played each one (1 �me only), press the
C bu�on and then press Start to be brought back to the
�tle screen. Now, when you see Sonic and Tails (Miles)
appear on screen, hold down the A bu�on and press
Start while holding A to finish off the code. You will be
brought to a menu where you have access to play any
level in the game, whether you've completed the level
you wish to play or not.


Enable Super Sonic


Start by doing the level select first.


A�er that, press the C bu�on and then Start. You will be
taken back to the �tle screen. Now, when you see Sonic
and Tails (Mils) appear on the screen, press and hold A
and press Start while holding A to be taken to the Level
Select menu.


From this menu, enter the Sound Test feature, and play
the following sounds in this order:


04, 01, 02, 06


If done correctly, you will hear a familiar tune,
confirming the Super Sonic code was done correctly. Exit
this menu and start the game as normal. Once you
collect a minimum of 50 rings in any level, Jump (Press
A) to ac�vate the Super Sonic code.


Debug Mode


First enter the level select code (Men�oned above).
Now, go to sound test op�on, and play the following
tunes 1, 9, 9, 2, 1, 1, 2, 4 It should make a ring sound
when track 4 is played to signify you've entered it
correctly, now select the stage you want to go to, and
press start while holding A un�l the stage starts, and
you'll have debug ac�vated.


B-Turn Debug on/off
A-Switch object
C-Put down object selected


Pressing A while the game is paused will cause the game
to reset.


SONIC THE HEDGEHOG 2 - GG - MS


Level Select


Plug the control pad into port two and press Upper-Le�
+ 1 + 2. Turn on the console while holding this. Then,
wait un�l Sonic has run completely across the screen
and plug the controller into port one. Press Bu�on 2
twice and the level select screen will appear.


GALAXY FORCE 2 MD


View Ending


Enter the OPTIONS screen, highlight EXIT, then hold
down Start on Control Pad 2, then press Start on Control
Pad 1.


DUNGEONS & DRAGONS: WARRIOS OF THE
ETERNAL SUN - MD


Secret Op�ons Menu


When the Sega logo appears at the start of the game,
quickly hold the Start bu�on on Controller 2 and quickly
press Down, B, Right, Up, C, Le�, A. If you did the code
right and quick enough, you'll hear a chime to accept
the code. When the game starts, press Start and there
should be a new Menu called "Specials". This menu has
a sound test and will give your characters extra gold
when needed.


THE TERMINATOR - MD


Cinema Scene Select


At the Op�ons menu, hold the C bu�on and press:


Right, Le�


Release C.


Choose the Sound Test op�on and you'll find a new
op�on called Cinema Sequences.


Secrets Menu


Higlight the start game op�on. Hold the D-pad right.
While holding d-pad right, press B, C, B, B. The pointer
should change into a square. Now press start.


Infinite Health


Enable the secret menu. Now hold B and press
le�,right,right,le�. The arrow should change to a
square.


Level select


Enable the secret menu. Now hold the d-pad le� and
press b,c,b,c. The arrow should change to a square. now
start the game. The level select menu should pop up.


THE TERMINATOR - GG


Level Select (PAL)


This cheat only works with the PAL version. At the main
screen, hold Bu�on 2 and press Bu�on 1 un�l the
screen turns black. A�er the screen becomes black,
press Le�, Le�, Up, Up, Right, Right, Down, Down. If
done correctly, a level select screen will appear.


ATOMIC RUNNER - MD


Invincible


At the Data East logo, hold down Down + C + Start on
Control Pad 2, no confirma�on is given. Now go to
op�ons, and choose sound test 21. While holding Up + A
+ C on Control Pad 2, press Start on Control Pad 1 to
return to the �tle screen. During play, while holding Up
+ A + C on Control Pad 2, press Start on Control Pad 1 to
pause the game. To turn it off, pause the game again
normally.


Level skip


At the Data East logo, hold down Down + C + Start on
Control Pad 2, no confirma�on is given. Press Start on
Control Pad 2 to skip the current level.


STEEL TALONS - MD


Level Passwords


Just enter them at the password screen to reach the
corresponding levels


Level 3: 72782063


Level 4: 66728431


Level 5: 81582491


Level 6: 53232640


Master Password: 20115538


BATMAN - MD


Level Skip


While playing on any level, press START and then press
A, B, DOWN, A, B DOWN, LEFT, UP, C.


Alien 3 (MD)


Level Skip


On the op�ons screen, use Controller Two and press C,
Up, Right, Down, Le�, A, Right, Down. To ac�vate, pause
the game while playing and press C, A, B to skip to the
next level.


TAZ-MANIA - MD


Secret Room


When you are in the ice level sink on the last iceburg
and you will go in a room with lives, fish and other items


Health Refill


First put in the enable codes then when you have low
life press start and then press A. Your life will be full
again


Invincibility


Enable Tricks. To become invincible, pause the game and
press B. Press A to return to normal.


Level Select


Enable Tricks. Start the game, then hit Start to pause the
game. Now press C. Three numbers will appear, the
bo�om being the level number. Press Le� and Right to
change the number and hit Start to start the game at
that level. This can be done as many �mes during the
game as you want.


Enable Codes


Before using the following tricks, do the following. At
the Title screen, hold A + B + C + Start on both
controllers. If you did this correctly a chime will sound.


Mine Level Tip


The lights on the mine level go Green, Green, Green,
Yellow, Yellow, Green.


Skip Level


Enable codes, then start the game. While playing, pause
the game and press A + B + C to advance to the next
level.


THUNDER FORCE IV - MD


Special Bonus Points


Near the beginning of Stage 9 (shortly a�er the first
power-up), a white, blobish enemy will be crawling
along the bo�om of the screen. It can jump up at you. If
it grabs onto your ship, it won't kill you, but it will weigh
you down for a while and then go away, giving you
about 10,000 points.


Instant Power-Up


Pause while playing, and press UP, RIGHT, A, DOWN,
RIGHT, A, C, LEFT, UP, B, and then press one of the
following:


Get All Weapons - UP
Get Claw Drones - RIGHT
Remove Current Weapon - DOWN


Extra Op�ons


Hold A while pressing START when the Sega logo screen
appears. Also, for the North American version, set the
number of lives to 0 and then start the game to get 99
lives. Finish the game to earn more music op�ons on
the menu.


SPLATTERHOUSE 2 - MD


Passwords


Level 2: EDK-NAI-ZOL-LDL


Level 3: IDO-GEN-IAL-LDL


Level 4: ADE-XOE-ZOL-OME


Level 5: EFH-VEI-RAG-ORD


Level 6: ADE-NAI-WRA-LKA


Level 7: EFH-XOE-IAL-LDL


Level 8: EDK-VEI-IAL-LDL


KID CHAMELEON - MD


Skip to Last Boss


To get straight to the last boss, go to Blue Lake Woods 2
and make your way through the level. Don't touch the
flag near the end. Get up on the very last prize block
and press Down + Right while holding down the Jump
and Special Weapons bu�ons.


KLAX - MD


Easy game


At the Op�ons screen highlight DIFFICULTY and press C
ten �mes.


Warp to level 49


Make an "X" on level 6 or 11 and you'll warp to level 49.


TALESPIN - MD


Pause the game during play and enter the bu�on
combina�ons referenced below for the corresponding
effects.


C, RIGHT, A, B, B, A, LEFT, LEFT, A, DOWN - Nine Lives


LEFT, RIGHT, UP, DOWN, A, C - Shutdown Delay


DOWN, A, C, UP, LEFT, LEFT - Slow-Mo�on Mode


C, A, B, A, LEFT, LEFT - Secret Mode


ROAD RASH II - MD


Easy Money


For a cool $2,620,000, try this. At the beginning of the
game, go directly to the pasword screen and change the
first four digits of the password already there to E430,
but do not change the last four digits. By the way, to get
$2800, use these digits for the first four spaces of your
password: 034E. But don't change the rest!


Bike Passwords


Shuriken 400 (26GH 100A) Panda 500 (27GH 120D)
Shuriken TT 250 (26HH 14OF) Diablo 1000 (26HG 1S06)


Super Punch


If you want a more powerful hit, hold the C bu�on and
up, then wait �ll you get close to a rasher and let go.


Bike Select


To get your pick of bikes in any race, try this. Go to
"Mano A Mano", then have both players select their
bikes. Return to the Op�ons screen and set the game to
"Take Turns". If you did this right, both players should
have their chosen bikes.<p>


For a one-player game, perform the same procedure,
but when you leave the Op�ons screen, go back to it
and set the game to "One Player".


Bonus Bike


At the �tle screen, press and hold Up + A + C or Le� + B
+ C, then press START. You'll receive a super bike, the
"Wild Thing 2000." Alterna�vely, enter the password
"00DA 1V0N."


BART VS THE SPACE MUTANTS - MD


Unlock Sound Test


Shoot the E in the Kwik-E-Mart sign with a rocket. If
done correctly, a Krusty face will appear and you should
be able to access the sound test.


Infinite lives


During the intro sequence, once you reach the part with
the Springfield skyline at night and two aliens, press B,
A, C, Down, Up, Right. If entered correctly, the black
colors will turn to red.


BART VS THE SPACE MUTANTS - GG


Unlimited Lives


When the TV screen appears during the game's intro
sequence, press the following code: 1, 2, 2, 1, 1, 2, 2, 1


WWF SUPER WRESTLEMANIA - MD


Hidden Wrestlers


Wrestle as Bri�sh Bulldog: Highlight Shawn Michaels
and press Right


Highlight Hulk Hogan and press Right(x2): Wrestle as
Irwin R. Schyster


Highlight Hulk Hogan and press Right: Wrestle as Macho
Man Randy Savage


Highlight Shawn Michaels and press Right(x2): Wrestle
as Papa Shango


ZERO WING - MD


Test Mode


Pause the game, then press C, Up, B, Down, A, Le�,
Right, B, C, C, Right, Le�, Right, A, Down, Start. Here you


can change some op�ons, choose any level or view all
the endings.


DESERT STRIKE - MD


Level passwords


At the campaign select op�on from the main menu,
enter the following codes to unlock subsequent
missions.


Campaign 2 Scud Buster: LQAHQRL


Campaign 3 Embassy City: ILLBWBY


Campaign 4 Nuclear Storm: BTOBKLW


Start on Level 3: ILLBWBY


Start with 10 lives: BQQQAEZ


Start with 5 lives: TQQQLOM


Unlock Jake Valdez for 3rd campaign: Complete the
campaign and return to the frigate to unlock Jake for 3rd
campaign.


LHX ATTACK CHOPPER - MD


Infinite Ammo in Rainbow Veil


For infinite ammo in the Rainbow Veil enter the
password "CALVARY".


SPEEDBALL 2 - MD


Electro Mode: FFD5AA0008


Freezes �mer: FF009F00XX


Score mulitplier inac�ve: FFODEE000


Top Score: FFOFA7FFF


Unlimited Cash: FF00FA7FFF


ECCO THE DOLPHIN - MD


Op�ons


While playing, move Ecco le� and right and pause the
game with Ecco facing you. Next, press Right, B, C, B, C,
Down, C, Up. A menu will appear, offering you several
op�ons including level select, sound test, and
invincibility.


Music Off


To turn off the background music, pause the game and
press A five �mes.


Invincibility


When the level name appears, hold A + Start un�l the
level begins. When the game screen appears, unpause
and you've got invincibility!







We were hesitant to start a Patreon, it feels like double-dipping, we already charge for the magazine, it seems wrong to ask for more from people.


The truth of the ma�er is however, that this magazine is a passion project between friends, we are not a major na�onal publisher and prin�ng publica�ons in 2021 is incredibly expensive. So much so
that we don’t make any profit and we don’t pay ourselves either. We don’t need any addi�onal funding, the price of the magazine covers the costs of publishing but we would be lying if we said it wasn’t
close to the wire some�mes. We’ve had mixed feedback on the price of the magazine. Some sta�ng that it’s too expensive, some sta�ng that it’s too cheap. We wanted the price to be as nostalgic as the
content and in the mid ‘90s, £5 was not an uncommon price for a gaming magazine. Adjus�ng for infla�on we think that the price we charge is fair and offers good value. We can’t afford to decrease it


but we definitely don’t want to increase it, nor do we have any plans to in the immediate future.


Therefore the Patreon page is available for anyone who wants to give us a li�le extra support just to make things a li�le more comfortable. We don’t want anyone to feel obligated to sign up so no
worries if it’s not for you but thank you if you do choose to help out.


If you’d like to help out then you can find our page here:


www.patreon.com/segamaniamagazine


NEXT ISSUESUBSCRIPTIONS


Due to popular demand, subscriptions are now
available on our website.


At the moment we offer a three issue subscription for a small discount. The reason we have restricted it to
three issues is due to the release schedule of our magazine. Because we’re not a monthly magazine, three
issues could take six months to be created so we thought it seemed fairer to not ask people to commit to an
overly long period. There is nothing to stop you stacking multiple subscriptions together (some eagle-eyed
readers have already done this) just please be aware that a 6 issue subscription equates to around a 12


month period.


You can find the subscription product on our website as seen above. Simply choose the issue you wish to
start from and then head to checkout. We will take care of the rest and we will mark each issue as


despatched as they come out. Simple!


Www.sega-mania.com


Toot, toot, Sonic Warrior


Always takes a chance


Toot, toot, Sonic Warrior


Never says he can't!


Nothing can survive, the will to stay alive


'cause if you try, you can do anything!
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